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Nurturing Faith Bible Studies by Tony Cartledge 
are conveniently placed in the center of this news 
journal for each class participant — with free and 
abundant teaching resources (including videos) 
online at BaptistsToday.org for subscribers.
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covering four terms.

Honored as General Secretary Emeritus, 
his 14 years of service make him 
one of the longest serving ABCUSA 

general secretaries. He previously served as 
Executive Minister for the American Baptist 
Churches of New Jersey and as national direc-
tor of the Neighborhood Action Program of 
American Baptist National Ministries.
 Medley serves on the Baptist World 
Alliance General Council and Executive 
Committee and is chair of the BWA 
Commission on Interfaith Relations and the 
Membership Committee. He recently rep-
resented BWA at the Synod of Bishops on 
the Family in Rome. He is also chair of the 
National Council of Churches, USA.
 During his final days of leading American 
Baptists, he talked with editor John Pierce 
about his experiences. This conversation is 
adapted from that interview.

BT: As your long tenure representing and 
leading American Baptists comes to an end, 
to what are you giving the most time and 
energy?

RM: You always want to make sure you’re 
transitioning well, and Susan Gillies was just 
named to succeed me as interim. 
 We’re in the third initiative with the 

Baptist-Muslim dialogue here in the U.S., and 
it’s shaping up a little differently than the first 
two, which were primarily academic — talking 
about the basis in scripture for the common 
ground we have in our understanding of love 
of neighbor and love of God.
 For this third one we want to do a confer-
ence for Baptist and Muslim religious leaders 
who are 40 and younger — and hopefully 
bring them in as pairs from the same area so 
we might create a covenant with one another 
and between their congregations and the 
mosques in terms of building understanding 
and working for the common good in their 
own communities. 
 So, making sure things are in place for 
that to move forward has been a big part of 
closing down right now for me.

BT: There was a lot of hostility toward 
Muslims following the Paris attacks. How 
does that impact this process?

RM: I think that it’s even more important. We 
started these dialogues several years ago. We 
encouraged several of our seminaries to hold 
regional dialogues. The one Central Seminary 
held in Kansas City came the weekend after 
the bombing of the Boston Marathon.
 The things we had anticipated they’d talk 
about weren’t on the table. It was: “What are you 
telling your children as Christians about what 
happened?” And Christians asking the Muslims: 
“How are you talking to your children?” 
 “How do our children live together in 
these same schools and not have this become a 
divisive thing?” Very practical things like that. 
 The way in which many Muslim youth 
are radicalized means that it’s all the more 
important that we engage our religious lead-
ers — particularly younger ones — with one 
another so that we can work together to help 
stymie some of the radicalization that takes 
place, but also to build a sense in which we 
really do learn to love our neighbor as we love 
ourselves and express that in very concrete ways. 
 These attacks, not just in Paris but in 
Beirut and elsewhere, signal the importance 
of the Christian community living as a com-
munity of Shalom. I’m so impressed with the 
Lebanese Baptists in the midst of all of this 
strife as they are taking in countless thousands 
of refugees from Syria into Lebanon.
 The Baptists there have said: We’re not 
going to live out of fear. We’re going to live out 
of love. They’ve been providing clothing, hous-
ing, whatever [the refugees] need. 

“Unity isn’t something we create. God has created unity in the forming of the church.  
It’s divisions we create, and it’s our task to try to bring down those divisions.”

A conversation with American Baptist leader Roy Medley

‘Rascally Baptists,’
Interfaith relations
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 That’s such a critical witness to the 
churches here in America as we hear so much 
anti-Syrian immigrant rhetoric and the fear 
that is just gripping so many people. Now it’s 
an opportunity for the Christian community 
to live out of a sense of hope and love and 
redemptive purpose rather than fear. 
 These dialogues help bring us into a place 
with our Muslim neighbors where we can talk 
about those things that really are scary to us, 
but are scary to them too.
 I was at the Islamic Society of North 
America gathering over Labor Day weekend. 
They had invited me to receive an award 
for the work we have been doing, but I was 
amazed at the number of workshops offered on 
helping their young people see the dangers of 
radicalization — working with parents on that. 
 We don’t begin our American Baptist bien-
nial meetings with the trooping of the colors. 
But they did — and the Pledge of Allegiance.
 The Islamic Society of North America and 
other Muslim entities here in the U.S. are work-
ing very hard against the radicalization of youth 
and for the rights of Christians as minority 
communities in predominantly Muslim com-
munities as well as in Muslim countries. 
 All those are really important reasons for 
us to make common cause with Muslims who 
value peace, who prize religious liberty and 
pluralism in a common setting, and for us to 
continue to build relationships with them. 

BT: Are you saying that by fostering personal 
relationships it becomes harder to generalize?

RM: Exactly. When you have a relationship 
with someone, the stereotypes begin to fall 
away. My goodness, people visit doctors who 
are Muslim all the time. They are throughout 
medical practices in the United States. We put 
our lives into their hands every day.
 Personal relationships bring down the 
barriers and stereotypes that we have of each 
other. And they have many stereotypes of us as 
Baptists. It helps to break down stereotypes on 
both sides.

BT: Most stereotypes of Baptists probably 
come from the ones who get the most press.

RM: Well yes, unfortunately, yes. 

BT: How do you explain Baptists to those 
unfamiliar with or misinformed about this 
branch of the Christian faith?

RM: That’s interesting. I was just in Rome for 
three weeks and stayed at a Jesuit center and had 
opportunities to talk with a lot of the priests 
there. They came from around the world and 
were curious about who Baptists are.

  When they heard “American Baptists,” 
they thought that’s all the Baptists in America 
— so explaining about who we are as American 
Baptists was interesting.
 Many years ago when I was first working 
at Valley Forge, we had an Episcopal laywoman 
helping us develop our ministry with the aging. 
 One day she said: I’m Episcopalian. If you 
think of us in terms of the Trinity, we are really 
big on God the Father, God the Creator. I have 
Pentecostal friends, and they’re really big on the 
Spirit. But you Baptists are really Jesus people. 
 That has always stuck with me. I think 
the easiest way to describe us, as Baptists, is 
people who love Jesus and want to follow him 
in our lives — and in that relationship to give 
our lives to others. 
 There are distinctives about us within 
the Christian community. We’re a believers’ 
church, and that is so important in our under-
standing of the way faith is formed. Personal 
commitment to Christ is central. 
 There are other distinctives as well in 
terms of our commitment to religious lib-
erty. It’s one of the greatest gifts that we have 
given the world. It’s enshrined in the U.N. 
Declaration of Human Rights now.
 That commitment to conscience: you can’t 
make a free choice for Jesus if you don’t respect 
the conscience of people. If you constrain 
people to believe, there is no belief. That com-
mitment to religious liberty comes out of our 
understanding of the nature of faith and the 
importance of each person’s choice in that. 
 Those are some of the ways I describe us. 
I talk about us being a people who want to 
invite others into that love, but we also want 
to serve others because of that love whether 
they become Christians or not. We want to 
serve them because they’re beloved of God and 
because Christ gave his life for them as much 
as he gave his life for us. 
 We have a long tradition of concern for 
the poor, for those who are marginalized — 
because we began not as a community of those 
who are wealthy or those who are in power, 
but very much people who were on the fringe. 
 I often refer to us as being rascally 
Baptists because early leaders like Roger 
Williams and Anne Hutchinson were 
oppressed because of their faith and driven 
out of Massachusetts, yet were scrappy people 
who believed in religious liberty and the right 
to conscience so deeply that they were willing 
to be exiled for that and went to create places 
where people could live their faith. 
 That’s the stock we come out of: people who 
haven’t necessarily been at the center. I think that 
gives us a different perspective as a people. 

BT: What about American Baptists in 
particular?

RM: What drew me to American Baptists was 
that here are people who truly love Jesus — 
and how that pietistic, evangelical sense also 
has a social justice sense. Christ calls us to be 
a voice in the world and not to pull apart in a 
sectarian way, but to really be embedded in the 
life of the world and in our communities. 
 American Baptist Walter Rauschenbusch 
of the social gospel movement was a pastor 
in Hell’s Kitchen in New York City and saw 
what child labor was doing. He felt the church 
ought to have a word to say about that and a 
way of helping to redeem social institutions 
that were crippling people’s lives. That’s a rich 
tradition in ABC life.
 Joanna P. Moore was a scrappy woman 
who after the War Between the States peti-
tioned American Baptists to be appointed 
to work among the newly freed slaves in the 
South, and they wouldn’t let her. It was all men 
making this decision.
 So she created a Woman’s American 
Baptist Home Mission Society, was named 
their first missionary and they appointed her 
to the South where she lived among former 
slaves. She was buried in a segregated cemetery 
in Nashville. Her will stipulated that she be 
buried in the “colored” part of the cemetery 
because those were her people.
  That history of witness for social justice 
runs strong and deep in ABC life — not just 
in words, but in deeds. That really drew me to 
ABC. It’s in the motto of Eastern Seminary: 
“The whole gospel for the whole world.” 
 It’s a commitment to seeing life in Christ 
lived more broadly than just a personal trans-
action between me and God. Faith is never 
private; it’s always public. That is what I love 
about American Baptists. That’s been a rich 
gift to me. 

BT: Diversity takes more than a large dose 
of idealism. Is it possible to have authentic 
diversity within congregations and denomina-
tions and, if so, what does it take?

RM: Yes, I think it is. But bringing down walls 
is always difficult. When Paul, in Ephesians, 
talks about the Spirit creating a new humanity 
he gives three great divisions that characterized 
the world of his era: Jew and Greek, male and 
female, free and slave — and how in Christ 
those divisions no longer were to be barriers in 
the life of the church. 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 36



ŕ)3)3ЉISЉSLICKЉANDЉEЂECTIVE�Љ)TЉHASЉAЉ
WELLRUNЉPROPAGANDAЉMACHINEЉANDЉANЉ
IDEOLOGYЉCOMPELLINGЉTOЉDISAЂECTEDЉ

Muslim youth persuaded of Western 
PERЃDY�Љ4HEЉCOMBINATIONЉOFЉMEDIEVALISTЉ
LITERALISMЉANDЉTECHNOLOGICALЉPROWESSЉ

has produced a fanatical army of 
BORDERLESSЉAPPEAL�Ŗ

—Roger Cohen, columnist for The New York Times

ŕ5NITYЉWILLЉENHANCEЉOURЉEЂORTSЉTOЉFENDЉ
OЂЉANYЉVIOLENTЉEXTREMISMЉANDЉPRESERVEЉ
THEЉVALUESЉOFЉOURЉSOCIETY�Љ4OЉMITIGATEЉ
ANYЉATTEMPTЉBYЉ)3)3ЉINЉTHEIRЉRECRUITINGЉ
EЂORTSЉINЉTHEЉ5�3��ЉWEЉAREЉPROMOTINGЉ
PROGRAMSЉTOЉBUILDЉRESILIENCEЉAGAINSTЉ

THEIRЉTERRORISTЉIDEOLOGY�Ŗ

—Salam Al-Marayati, president of the Muslim Public 
Affairs Council based in Washington, D.C.

ŕ)TЉISЉWITHЉAЉGREATЉJOYЉANDЉPRAISESЉTOЉTHEЉ
!LMIGHTYЉ'ODЉTHATЉ3IERRAЉ,EONEЉśЉHASЉ
BEENЉDECLAREDЉ%BOLAFREEЉBYЉTHEЉ7ORLDЉ

(EALTHЉ/RGANIZATION�Ŗ

—Samuel Conteh, coordinator of social ministries for 
the Baptist Convention of Sierra Leone, writing to the 

Baptist World Alliance 

ŕ4HEЉFACTЉTHATЉTHISЉONEЉCAMEЉTOЉLIGHTЉONЉ
the Internet speaks to the reality for all 
of us who deal with manuscripts and 

ANTIQUITIES�Ŗ

—Geoffrey Smith of the University of Texas, speaking 
to The New York Times about a rare Greek New 

Testament papyrus fragment, dating to AD 250-350, 
that he persuaded a seller to withdraw from eBay 

(christiantoday.com)

“Churches have a tendency to be 
JUDGMENTAL�ЉBUTЉ)ЉTHINKЉTHATœSЉABOVEЉMYЉ
PAYЉGRADE���Љ*ESUSЉCAUGHTЉHEATЉINЉHISЉDAYЉ
FORЉINCLUDINGЉPEOPLEЉINЉHISЉINNERЉCIRCLEЉ
THEЉRELIGIOUSЉAUTHORITIESЉCONSIDEREDЉTOЉ

BEЉSINNERS�Ŗ

—Bob Shrum, who retired after 32 years as pastor  
of Oakland Baptist Church in Rock Hill, S.C.  

(The Rock Hill Herald)

ŕ)TœSЉAЉMATTERЉOFЉGIVINGЉUPЉSOMEЉOFЉYOURЉ
SELFWILL�ЉSOMEЉOFЉYOURЉSELЃSHNESSЉINЉ
ORDERЉTOЉBEЉAЉPARTЉOFЉAЉGROUP�Љ4OЉMEЉ
THEREœSЉMANY�ЉMANYЉBENEЃTS�Ŗ

—Alvin Miller of Shipshewana, Ind., on  
the growing appeal of Anabaptist faith traditions 

(Voice of America)

“White Christians now make up less 
THANЉHALFЉOFЉTHEЉ5�3�ЉPOPULATIONśŖ

—Reporter Nick Gass on a recent Pew Research 
survey showing the percentage of American adults 

who are white Christians dropped  
from 55 in 2007 to 46 (Politico)

ŕ)TЉISЉIMPOSSIBLEЉTOЉBEЉGRATEFULЉANDЉ
HATEFULЉATЉTHEЉSAMEЉTIME�Љ7EЉHAVEЉTOЉ
HAVEЉANЉATTITUDEЉOFЉGRATITUDE�Ŗ

—Actor Denzel Washington, son of a pastor, speaking 
to a Church of God in Christ gathering in St. Louis 

(RNS)

ŕ%SSENTIALLY�ЉTHEYЉGAVEЉMEЉTHEЉFREEDOMЉ
TOЉFOLLOWЉMYЉCONVICTIONS�ЉWHICHЉISЉAЉ

VERYЉ"APTISTЉTHINGЉTOЉDO�Љ)ЉDIDЉNOTЉEXPECTЉ
ORЉASKЉEVERYBODYЉELSEЉTOЉAGREEЉWITHЉME�Ŗ

—Pastor Greg Dover on Augusta Road Baptist 
Church in Greenville, S.C., deacons allowing him to 
perform a same-sex wedding for friends away from 
church, an action that resulted in the congregation’s 
expulsion from a Southern Baptist association and 

state convention (Greenville News)

ŕ7HILEЉTHEЉ6ESTRYЉDOESЉNOTЉBELIEVEЉTHATЉ
3T�Љ0AULœSЉSHOULDЉATTEMPTЉTOЉREMOVEЉALLЉ
SYMBOLSЉREЄECTINGЉ3T�Љ0AULœSЉPASTЉDURINGЉ
THEЉ#IVILЉ7AR�ЉTHEЉ6ESTRYЉISЉUNITEDЉINЉ
AGREEMENTЉTHATЉITЉISЉNOTЉAPPROPRIATEЉTOЉ
DISPLAYЉTHEЉ#ONFEDERATEЉBATTLEЉЄAGЉINЉ

THEЉCHURCH�ŖЉ

—Richmond’s St. Paul’s Episcopal Church, known 
as the “Cathedral of the Confederacy,” announcing 
plans to remove plaques and other décor with the 
controversial image (Richmond Times-Dispatch)

ŕ4HEЉCONFERENCEЉISЉDIVIDEDЉBETWEENЉ
THOSEЉWHOЉEAGERLYЉSUPPORTЉ0OPEЉ&RANCISЉ
ANDЉЃNDЉHISЉAPPROACHЉCOMPELLINGЉ
ANDЉHOPEFUL�ЉTHOSEЉWHOЉCONSIDERЉTHISЉ
papacy a patch of bad weather that 
CANœTЉPASSЉSOONЉENOUGH�ЉANDЉTHOSEЉ

in the middle who are unsure which 
NARRATIVEЉISЉRIGHT�ŖЉ

—Michael Sean Winters, writing in The Tablet of 
London about the U.S. Conference of  

Catholic Bishops (RNS)

“Injustice anywhere  
is a threat to justice 
EVERYWHERE�Ŗ

—Martin Luther King Jr.,  
in his 1963 “Letter from  

Birmingham Jail” 
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quotation
 remarks

ŕ)TœSЉGETTINGЉHARDERЉANDЉ
harder to love all people 

and still fit into what 
has become American 
#HRISTIANITYśŖ

—Blogger John Pavlovitz  
(johnpavlovitz.com)



C rises do strange things to us. But the 
teachings of Jesus cannot be set aside 
just because we feel threatened. 

 If the faith we claim is not for the most 
challenging times, it is for no time at all. 
 It is understandable and acceptable that 
political thoughts vary among Christian believ-
ers. None of us has all 
the right answers to the 
complex social problems 
we face in a fast-changing 
and often troubled world. 
 It is our natural 
response to be deeply 
concerned, even fearful 
and angry, when violence 
and disrespect for human 
life seem to abound. The constant news of 
destructive behavior digs into our hearts and 
souls.
 We can feel helpless and at times hopeless.
 However, we must always avoid letting 
fear become the driving force in our lives. It 
casts out love in the same way Jesus said that 
love casts out fear. 
 Wisdom and reasonable precautions have 
their rightful place. But a crisis should bring 
out our best attributes (modeled after the life 
and teachings of Jesus), not our worst.

 If the gospel teaches us anything, it is that 
there is no risk-free way to follow Jesus. A life 
of self-interest and self-preservation simply 
does not resemble Jesus’ clear and bold calls to 
deny self, pick up a cross and follow.
 In fact, our faith is best tested in times of 
trials. Overreaction by many — who claim the 
Christian faith — to the critical resettlement of 
beleaguered refugees is one clear, recent example. 
 What it revealed about American evangeli-
calism is one of failure. But it’s a good lesson 
nonetheless.
 Perhaps we can reset our spiritual default 
from one of fear and self-focus to one of com-
passion, hope and even a bit of risk. Those are 
the ways Jesus showed and taught us to live 
through life’s up-and-down journey.
 We must live out what we claim. And 
there is simply no way to read the Gospels, say 
“yes” to the compelling words of Jesus, and 
then embark on a way of living that is easy, 
safe and sure. It is not the route he took or 
offered to his followers.
 Following Jesus is not fatalistic, but faith-
fulness to living beyond one’s own comfortable 
ways — in good times and in challenging times. 
Such commitments come with risk, yet are full 
of love, grace and mercy — that which our 
world and our souls so desperately need. "4

%DITORIAL
 By John D. Pierce

There is no risk-free way to follow Jesus
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4HANKSЉFORЉYOURЉGOODЉRESPONSE
By John D. Pierce

INЉTHEЉ.OVEMBERЉEDITORIALЉ)ЉSHAREDЉ— with hesitation and hope — 
about the cash flow concerns of 
"APTISTSЉ4ODAY�.URTURINGЉ&AITH�Љ9OUЉ
RESPONDEDЉGENEROUSLYЉWITHЉNEWЉ
ЃRSTTIMEЉGIFTS�ЉINCREASEDЉGIVINGЉANDЉ
MONTHLYЉPLEDGESЉTHATЉALLOWEDЉUSЉTOЉ
ЃNISHЉTHEЉYEARЉWELL�
Љ 4HANKSЉFORЉBEINGЉAЉVITALЉPARTЉ 
OFЉTHISЉREALIZEDЉHOPE�Љ#ONTINUEDЉ 
GIVINGЉTHROUGHOUTЉTHISЉYEARЉISЉNEEDED�Љ
HOWEVER�ЉTOЉBUOYЉTHISЉUNIQUEЉVOICEЉOFЉ
FREEDOMЉANDЉHOPE�Љ
Љ 4HISЉMINISTRYœSЉFAITHFULЉFRIENDSЉ
HAVEЉBEENЉNOTHINGЉSHORTЉOFЉHEROICЉINЉ
RESPONDINGЉWITHЉGIFTSЉANDЉPLEDGESЉ
WHILEЉSHARINGЉTHEЉNEEDЉWITHЉOTHERS�Љ
4HEREЉHASЉBEENЉSOMEЉWONDERFULЉCRE
ATIVITY�ЉFORЉEXAMPLE�ЉSUCHЉASЉMEMBERSЉ
OFЉAЉ3UNDAYЉSCHOOLЉCLASSЉHONORINGЉ
THEIRЉTEACHERЉWITHЉAЉGIFT�
Љ 0ROMISESЉOFЉMONTHLYЉGIVINGЉAREЉ
CRUCIALЉTOЉOURЉONGOINGЉOPERATIONS�Љ
ANDЉESTATEЉGIFTSЉCANЉENSUREЉLONGTERMЉ
STABILITY�
Љ /URЉ"OARDЉOFЉ$IRECTORSЉANDЉSTAЂЉ
are committed to the best practices 
OFЉSTEWARDSHIP�Љ7EЉHAVEЉAЉLEANЉANDЉ
EЂECTIVEЉORGANIZATION�Љ
Љ 4HEЉGOODЉWORKЉOFЉANЉ%NVISIONINGЉ
#OMMITTEE�ЉAPPROVEDЉBYЉTHEЉ"OARD�ЉHASЉ
led to some creative steps to address
INGЉBOTHЉCOSTЉSAVINGSЉANDЉREACHINGЉAЉ
BROADERЉAUDIENCEЉWHILEЉSTAYINGЉTRUEЉTOЉ
OURЉPRINCIPLESЉANDЉPURPOSE�Љ
Љ 0LEASEЉREVIEWЉTHEЉUPCOMINGЉ
CHANGESЉASЉDETAILEDЉONЉPAGEЉ��Љ!NDЉ
THENЉLOOKЉFORЉSOMETHINGЉNEWЉYETЉ
familiar in your mailbox next month 
őЉALONGЉWITHЉTHEЉADDITIONALЉRESOURCESЉ
that will become available online and 
THROUGHЉSOCIALЉMEDIA�
Љ !GAIN�ЉTHANKSЉFORЉYOURЉSUPPORTЉ
ANDЉENCOURAGEMENTЉASЉWEЉMOVEЉFOR
WARDЉINЉSOMEЉGOOD�ЉHOPEFULЉWAYS�

)NЉHONORЉOFЉś
Frieda Byrd

From the Mary-Martha Sunday School Class,
Vineville Baptist Church, Macon, Ga.

Frankee Hellinger
From Susan Kelly

$ZOUIJB�8JTF�.JUDIFMM
From Marla H. Corts

%SBZUPO�BOE�.BSZ�&UUB�4BOEFST
From Scott and Betty Anderson

Scott and Vickie Willis
From Dan and Judy Campbell

Baptists Today sta!
From Kelly and Philip Belcher

)NЉMEMORYЉOFЉś

Nathan C. Byrd Jr.
From Frieda Byrd

Richard Hellinger
From Susan Kelly

.BSKPSJF�.D(JMM
From:

Nannette, Joel, and Jay Avery
Balfour Concord

First Baptist Church, Chattanooga, Tenn.
Jennie Leano

The Markham Family
Lynelle Mason

Sean Pickett

5IFMNB�"��8JUIFSTQPPO
From Michael and Brenda Johnson

Gifts to Baptists Today 

4OЉMAKEЉAЉGIFTЉINЉHONORЉORЉMEMORYЉOFЉSOMEONE�ЉGOЉONLINEЉATЉBAPTISTSTODAY�ORG�DONATEЉ 
ORЉMAILЉAЉCHECKЉTOЉ0�/�Љ"OXЉ�����Љ-ACON�Љ'!Љ����������
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There is a slight change in this 
issue of Baptists Today. There will 
be significant change in the next 
one that will hit mailboxes by 
mid-February.

P erhaps you noticed the slight change: 
the simple dating of this issue as 
“January-February 2016.” That small 

change helps us reset the publication schedule 
for some major changes that have been cooking 
for a while and will be implemented soon.
 Last fall, an effort by directors and staff 
to explore cost-saving measures moved quickly 
from crunching numbers to some wonder-
ful creative thinking. The work of an ad hoc 
Envisioning Committee was an engaging, 
invigorating experience.
 The emerging plan — shaped in consulta-
tion with clergy and lay leaders of varying ages 
and experiences — was fully embraced by the 
Board of Directors’ Executive Committee. It sets 
a new course that we believe will strengthen and 
broaden our mission while reducing costs.

 What is changing?
The short answer is the size, look, frequency 
and name of the publication. 
 Baptists Today — which has experienced a 
name change, multiple redesigns and adjusted 
publication schedules over its 33-year history 
— will become Nurturing Faith Journal. It will 
have a fresh, upgraded, expanded look and, 
as a bimonthly, contain two months of the 
Nurturing Faith Bible Studies. 
 And the dates of the lessons will match the 
dates on the cover! That is, the March and April 
Bible studies will be in the March-April issue. 
 We’ll be adding new features to the 
journal along with an upgraded web presence 
with more content available to subscribers. 
However, familiar features in the news journal 
will remain.

What is NOT changing?
 The purpose, principles and people behind 
this mission remain the same. We are simply 
embracing fresh, cost-saving and wider-
reaching ways to address the issues of faithful 
Christian living in a fast-changing world.
 Consolidating the brand — Nurturing 
Faith — enables better marketing of all that we 
produce: news, journal, books, Bible studies, 
experiences and other resources. 
 All of these endeavors are deeply rooted 
in an unwavering commitment to historic 
Baptist freedoms and the strong belief that 
unrestricted, thought-provoking, and inspir-
ing information and analysis are welcomed 
by those seeking to learn, grow and serve as 
people of faith.

Why are we doing this? 
There are practical and philosophical reasons. 
Changing times — including changing tech-
nology — call for rethinking and redirection.
 This new approach is not a tossing-aside 
of what has been done in the past, but a 
deliberate and timely effort to bring needed 
freshness to a mission that is highly valued.
As all of this unfolds, our hope is that you too 
will see the many advantages of these changes, 
including:

UÊÊ�Ê��ÀiÊV�ÃÌ�ivviVÌ�ÛiÊ>««À�>V�Ê�>�iÃÊÕÃÊ 
better stewards of financial resources. 
UÊÊ
��Ã���`>Ì���Ê�vÊÜiLÊÃ�ÌiÃÊ�vviÀÃÊ>ÊÃÌÀ��}iÀÊ

online presence.
UÊÊ/�iÊ�iÜÊ«ÕL��V>Ì���ÊÜ���ÊLiÊ�vÊ��}�iÀÊµÕ>��ÌÞÊ

and better size — with consistent dating of 
the journal and Bible studies.
UÊÊ�>Û��}Ê��iÊLÀ>�`Êv�ÀÊiÛiÀÞÌ���}Ê«À�`ÕVi`Ê

— journal, Bible studies, books, resources 
and experiences — will improve marketing.
UÊÊ/�iÊ ÕÀÌÕÀ��}Ê�>�Ì�Ê�>�iÊ>���ÜÃÊv�ÀÊ

reaching Baptists and beyond more easily 
while retaining long-held principles and 
partnerships. 
UÊÊ�ÀiÃ��iÃÃÊV��iÃÊvÀ��ÊÕ«`>Ìi`Ê«À�`ÕVÌÃÊ>�`Ê

the increased engagement of creative thinkers 
and new voices.

What else?
In addition to changes to the journal and web 
site, other plans are emerging for Nurturing 
Faith to solidify and magnify the brand, to 
expand the influence of these resources, and to 
make fuller use of innovative technology. Look 
for these unfolding plans next month and 
throughout the year.
 William Neal, a former Baptist editor and 
member of First Baptist Church of Decatur, 
Ga., chaired the committee charged with envi-
sioning innovative new directions.
 “The Baptists Today staff and board mem-
bers are pursuing every initiative available to 
assure the long-term financial viability of this 
ministry and to make sure we are relevant to the 
needs of our expanding constituency,” said Neal. 
“I am excited about the changes that are coming 
and very optimistic about our future.”
 We welcome your questions and sug-
gestions along the way. Our work is always 
improved by the creative input of many who 
share in and support this mission.
 And speaking of support, we are grateful to 
those who enable us to keep informing and nur-
turing the faith of thoughtful Christians. Your 
faithful support is needed throughout the year. 
Thank you! And keep an eye out for what’s 
coming your way soon. "4

ƋƢЉƓƘƑƗЉƍ�ЉƙƒƎƛƌƎ

Baptists Today to become bimonthly Nurturing Faith Journal

Changes coming
Nurturing Faith/Baptists Today 

Envisioning Committee

William Neal, Chairman

Kelly Belcher

Frank Granger

Bill Ireland

Roger Paynter

Kathy Richardson

Don Brewer, ex o!cio

John Pierce, ex o!cio
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—Larry Hovis,  
Executive Coordinator

Cooperative Baptist Fellowship 
of North Carolina
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DALTON, Ga. — Tuesday nights are 
a happening time at the First Baptist 
Church in the “Carpet Capital of the 

World.” A growing Hispanic presence in the 
northwest Georgia town of Dalton led the con-
gregation to begin Soul Food more than seven 
years ago.
 The program began as a simple way 
to provide a good meal and hospitality to 
new neighbors who might be seeking both. 
Relationships grew quickly and closely.
 The shared experiences led to greater 
engagement and expanded ministry over the 
years — including watching children grow up 
and face decisions about the future. 
 As a result, the congregation — combin-
ing the resources of Soul Food leaders, the 
Mission Committee and the First Foundation 
scholarship program— created a new First 
Opportunity Scholarship Fund to assist first-
generation, college-bound students with ties to 
the Soul Food ministry.
 The first two recipients — Carmen Torres 
and Bryan Lopez — are now enrolled in col-
lege thanks to this important assistance. 
 Carmen, a bilingual volunteer in Soul 
Food ministry and other good causes, attends 
Georgia State University in downtown Atlanta. 
Her goal is become a criminal psychologist.

 Bryan, who came to the U.S. six years 
ago and became a citizen in 2012, is a native 
of Guatemala. With support of his family and 
others he faced many cultural challenges to 
become an accomplished high school student, 
winning many awards especially for volunteer 
service.

 A math tutor and Sunday school teacher, 
Bryan attends Dalton State College with plans 
to go on to dental school. 
 Church leaders hope this is just the begin-
ning of expanding the church’s ministry from a 
weekly meal to life-changing support for those 
they’ve come to know and love. "4
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From collard greens to scholarships

,EFTЉTOЉRIGHT�Љ'AILЉ$UKE�Љ!NGIEЉ-ORGAN�Љ#ARMENЉ4ORRES�Љ"RYANЉ,OPEZЉANDЉ#HIPЉ3ELLERSЉCELEBRATEЉTHEЉ 
PRESENTATIONSЉOFЉTHEЉINITIALЉ&IRSTЉ/PPORTUNITYЉ3CHOLARSHIPSЉATЉ&IRSTЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCHЉOFЉ$ALTON�Љ'A�

"YЉ!DELLEЉ-�Љ"ANKS
Religion News Service

IASHINGTON — Hunger and 
food insecurity are so widespread 
in the United States they add 

$160 billion to national health care spending, 
according to a Christian advocacy group.
 David Beckmann, president of Bread for 
the World, said hunger is a key factor in the 
U.S. having the worst infant mortality rate 
among developed countries.
 The annual report, titled “The Nourishing 
Effect: Ending Hunger, Improving Health, 
Reducing Inequality,” notes that the U.S. also 
ranks at or near the bottom for other indicators 
such as obesity, lack of access to food and mater-
nal mortality.
 The report says that as many as 50 mil-
lion people — approximately 1 in 6 Americans 

— live in a state of sustained hunger or food 
insecurity, defined as not having adequate 
access to food to keep them healthy. It says the 
figure has remained “stubbornly high” at the 
same level since 2008, despite the recovering 
economy.

 John T. Cook, an associate professor 
of pediatrics at Boston University School of 
Medicine, who helped prepare the report, said 
the figure of $160 billion in health care costs is 
“probably an underestimate.”
 But doctors are increasingly recognizing 
the connection between health and hunger, 
experts said.
 Acacia Bamberg Salatti of the Center for 
Faith-based and Neighborhood Partnerships 
at the U.S. Department of Health and Human 
Services said hospitals are partnering with 
church groups to help patients translate their 
doctor’s instructions and connect them to 
healthy meals.
 “At the end of the day, health care and 
hunger are very much linked,” she said. “You 
can’t be healthy, you can’t be able to stave off 
chronic diseases if you’re not eating healthy 
food.” "4

Bread for the World puts price tag on hunger: $160 billion in health care

Workers fill carts with food for the poor at the 
&OOTHILLЉ5NITYЉ#ENTERЉFOODЉBANKЉINЉ-ONROVIA�Љ#ALIF�Љ
0HOTOЉCOURTESYЉOFЉ2%54%23�$AVIDЉ-C.EW
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Change is coming to American mega-
churches — those behemoths for 
believers that now dot the religious 

landscape. However, there are more partici-
pants in megachurch worship than ever.
 “Last weekend 1 in 10 adults and chil-
dren who went to a Protestant church went 
to a megachurch — about 5 million people,” 
said Warren Bird, director of research for 
Leadership Network and co-author of a mega-
church study released in December.
 But individual attendance is down to once 
or twice a month — or less.
 “They think ‘regular attendance’ is ‘I get 
there when I can,’” said the second co-author, 
sociologist Scott Thumma, director of the 
Hartford Institute for Religion Research. The 
study examines megachurches (2,000 people 
in weekend attendance is the basic qualifier) in 
comparison with other, smaller congregations.
 “We found many of these large, successful 
congregations still have many of the same chal-
lenges of smaller congregations. They are not 
immune to the cultural dynamics in society,” 
said Thumma.
 “Everyone is trying to attract new people 
and hold on to them and make them disciples. 
But, today, people are seekers and shoppers 
looking for a temporary experience of worship, 
not a long-term commitment,” said Thumma.
 Megachurches, many launched a quarter 
century ago by baby boomers, now see slip-
page in the younger generations. Participation 
by millennials, ages 18-34, has flattened out 
at about 19 percent since 2010. But Gen-X 
attendees, ages 35-49, are drifting out the door 
— down from 28 percent in in 2010 to 23 
percent today.
 The fickle, fast-moving faithful have 
prompted other changes.
 Megachurches are still being built. Indeed, 
the study finds those established since 1990 
are growing at more than double the rate of 
older megachurches. But the study, funded by 
the Beck Group, which builds megachurches, 
finds the new churches are constructed very 
differently.
 Congregations are “getting bigger by 
getting smaller,” said Bird. They’re building 
smaller main sanctuaries (median down from 

1,500 seats to 1,200 seats) but holding more 
services on more campuses.
 Five years ago, 46 percent of mega-
churches had multiple locations. Now it’s 62 
percent. And the number of their sites bumped 
up, too — from an average of 2.5 sites to 3.5.
 Older megachurch congregations have 
a more diverse age range, higher member 
involvement in programming and $500 more 
in per capita giving than the big churches 
founded since 1990, the study finds.
 The report, based on a survey of “key 
informants” — senior pastors or executive 
staff of congregations — also found a shift in 
how these churches describe their religious 
self-image.
 Every year since Thumma and Bird began 
studying megachurches in 2000, the percent-
age that describe themselves as “evangelical” 
has gone up. Now, it’s 71 percent, no matter 
what their denomination, said Bird.
 About 40 percent of megachurches are 
nondenominational, and for those that do have 
ties, “it’s not really a draw.”
 “God and Rick Warren know Saddleback 
Church is Southern Baptist,” said Bird, but 
most people who worship there don’t. Most pas-
tors said denominational ties were unimportant 
or not very important to their congregation.
 What is increasingly important is service 
to others outside their own congregations.
 Thumma said that “for a very long time, 
the focus of megachurch programming was 
inward — taking care of our own people. Now 
there’s a huge shift to outreach: 43 percent 
said global missions were a specialty of their 
congregations, and 44 percent said one of their 
specialties was community service and helping 
those in need.” "4

Megachurch boom rolls 
on as big concerns rise
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7 ear of gossip and judgmental reactions 
routinely prevents churchgoing women 
who are considering an abortion from 

first seeking the counsel of pastors or others in 
their church, according to a new survey by an 
evangelical polling group.
 The survey was conducted by LifeWay 
Research, associated with the Southern Baptist 
Convention, and sponsored by the Care Net 
network of anti-abortion pregnancy centers. 
California recently passed a law, following a 

campaign by abortion rights groups, to regulate 
such centers, which seek to prevent abortions.
 The survey of 1,038 women who have 
had abortions, released earlier this week, asked 
respondents about their church attendance, who 
they talked to before they made a decision, and 
their perceptions about church attitudes con-
cerning abortion.
 While other polls have shown a strong 
correlation between church attendance and 
anti-abortion views, the LifeWay survey found 

that 36 percent of the women were attending a 
Christian church once a month or more at the 
time of their first abortion.
 More than three out of four told LifeWay 
that their church had no influence at all in their 
decision to terminate pregnancy, and 65 percent 
said they felt church members are judgmental 
about single women who are pregnant.
 Catherine Walker, who runs the Chicago-
area Life After Decision, a church-based 
outreach to women after abortion, recognizes 
such sentiment.
 “I have (counseled) over 30 women in my 
ministry. None of them ever mentioned talking 
directly to any church staff or minister,” said 
Walker, who had four abortions herself starting 
in 1979.
 “Their shame and guilt is so strong.”
 Scott McConnell, vice president at LifeWay 
Research, conceded that the numbers of church-
attending women who have had the procedure 
is “sobering,” but said there was a silver lining 
for people who want to see fewer women end-
ing their pregnancies.
 “The biggest thing is to see the opportu-
nity,” he said, adding that if pastors “can change 
the culture in the church to make it safe, six 
times more women will have that conversation 
at church before they make the call.”
 In the U.S., there are about 1 million elec-
tive abortions per year and 85 percent of women 
who have abortions are unmarried, according to 
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.
 The survey found that seven in 10 women 
who had an abortion identified themselves as 
Christian. Breaking that down, Catholic women 
represented 27 percent; Protestant, 26 percent; 
and nondenominational, 15 percent. Among 
Protestants, the top three denominations repre-
sented among women who had abortions were 
Baptist (33 percent), Episcopal (6 percent), 
Church of Christ (4 percent).
 McConnell acknowledged that church staff 
may think they are offering help, but the mes-
sage is not getting through to women facing 
unplanned pregnancies.
 “There hasn’t really been a lot of conversa-
tion or preaching or anything about Christians 
having abortions,” said Roland Warren, the new 
president of Care Net, the national network of 
crisis pregnancy centers that sponsored the survey.
 “We talk about defunding Planned 
Parenthood and all these other things. We can 
defund Planned Parenthood if we just stop hav-
ing abortions ourselves.” "4

ƋƢЉƝƒƖƘƝƑƢЉƌ�ЉƖƘƛƐƊƗ�ЉReligion News Service

Survey: Women distrust churches for abortion advice
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That is nearly 10 percent of all Americans 
over the age of 12. Yet, in my 35 years 
of being a pastor, I can count on one 

hand the number of people who came to me 
about a problem with drugs and/or alcohol. 
 I was never a fire breather as a preacher. 
Grace was, and is, my theme. I even write a 
blog about grace (gracewavestoday.com). I was 
approachable. 
 But if the statistics about addiction are 
correct, then I was pastor to hundreds of 
addicts during my pastoral career. Yet almost 
none of them came to me about this problem. 
 All that changed on Feb. 16, 2014, when 
I stood in the pulpit of Broadmoor Baptist 
Church in Baton Rouge and said, “I’m Terry 
— and I’m an alcoholic.” 
 The people in the congregation were not 
surprised, though the words probably jarred 
them. A little more than three months earlier I 
entered Palmetto Addiction Recovery Center in 
Rayville, La., for treatment of alcoholism after a 
caring member came to me and said, “It’s time 
to get you well.” 
 After I entered treatment, I asked our 
trustees to be clear about what was happening, 
fully expecting my ministry to be over. The 
church, however, possessed a rare and beautiful 
grace. They welcomed me back, and that led to 
my odd sermonic opening. 
 In the succeeding days and months, a very 
unexpected thing happened. People began com-
ing to me to say that they were alcoholics or drug 
addicts. More common were those with someone 

in their family struggling with addiction.
 Then calls came from members in cur-
rent and former congregations concerning a 
family member who clearly had a problematic 
relationship with drugs and/or alcohol. I led 
interventions (not the kind you see on TV!), and 
helped people get the treatment they needed.
 None of this took place before I became 
an alcoholic. Why? Some reasons are obvious. 
An addict often has an exaggerated sensitivity 
to judgment. 
 We see it where it is 
not. Of course, sometimes 
censure is real. We can 
always find someone who 
condemns and then uses 
that as an excuse to stay 
away from a place (the 
church) that is likely to 
give grace if we give it the 
chance.
 A more common obstacle is the very real 
sense that few people really understand what 
an addict is experiencing. Before I became an 
alcoholic, I had little conception of the agoniz-
ing mystery of addiction. The physical craving 
combined with the mental obsession is mad-
dening and miserable. 
 That certainly doesn’t mean you have to 
be one to understand one. My therapist was 
not an addict, though many in this field are in 
recovery themselves. For someone who isn’t, I 
can only say don’t eat for three days and then 
try not thinking about food. You’ll understand 
better the everyday life of an addict. 
 Of course, the main reason addicts don’t 
come to us is because of self-imposed exile. An 
addiction fights for its life. It speaks to us in a 
reasonable voice, and that voice is our own. 
 It tells us that no one understands, 
and that we therefore should avoid every 

encouragement to change. The addiction iso-
lates us. And so we slink into the oily shadows 
of denial and shame. 
 The church, God bless it, is seldom 
equipped to deal with this disease of the brain 
and spirit, and that is absolutely no indict-
ment of the church. Bringing light to this kind 
of darkness requires either careful study and 
prayer or walking in the darkness personally. 
 I would not recommend the latter. It 
nearly killed me, and certainly dragged me 
through a black depression in which I cursed 
every dawn. 
 Today I welcome the dawn. I’m in recov-
ery, and the screeching voices of fear and doubt 
are still — one day at a time.
 I recently left the pastorate to found 
Chrysalis Interventions, through which I help 
people get into recovery. Frankly, I love alco-
holics and addicts. 
 I can say to them, “I’ve never met you, but 
I understand you.” 
 That creates a trust that leads to the pos-
sibility of a whole new life. I have the blessing 
of saying, “It’s time to get you well.” 
 I also go to churches and tell my story, 
and then present a seminar on addiction in the 
family of faith. 
 The addicts are among us, in the pews 
and sometimes in the pulpits. They’re confused 
and confusing, and desperately in need of 
grace. Chrysalis is one bucket of water in the 
middle of a raging inferno that we can no  
longer neglect. 
 The chorus is growing, and the church 
must find its voice to proclaim the good news: 
“It’s time to get well.” "4

—Terry Ellis directs Chrysalis Interventions 
(chrysalisinterventions.com)  

based in Baton Rouge, La.

Editor’s note: This article in the series “Transitions: Helping churches and church leaders in changing times”  
is provided in partnership with the Center for Healthy Churches (chchurches.org).

It’s time to get well
By Terry Ellis

Healthy Church
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4HEЉ,IGHTERЉ3IDE
By Brett Younger

Why Baptists should celebrate Epiphany
.Pst Baptist churches are done 
with the wise men after they make 
their appearance at the end of the 
Christmas pageant. We do not often 
TJOH�Ŗ8F�5ISFF�,JOHT�PG�0SJFOU�"SF�ŗ�
5IJT�NBZ�CF�JO�QBSU�CFDBVTF�NBOZ�PG�
us grew up with the heretical version:

We three Kings of Orient are.
Trying to smoke a rubber cigar.
It was loaded and exploded! Boom! 

We two Kings of Orient are.
Trying to smoke a rubber cigar.
It was loaded and exploded! Boom! 

I one King of Orient are.
Trying to smoke a rubber cigar. 
It was loaded and exploded! Boom! 

(pause) Silent Night. 

The rock ‘n’ roll version never caught on: 

We four Beatles of Liverpool are,
Paul in a taxi, John in a car, 
George on a scooter, beeping his hooter,
Following Ringo Star.

When we skip Epiphany, we miss the party 
the rest of the world is having. Epiphany has 
been a Christian feast day since at least 361 
C.E., observed on January 6 or the preceding 
Sunday. (This year it is January 3.) Epiphany, 
from the Greek for “striking appearance,”  
celebrates the adoration of the magi.
 Epiphany is about presents.
 In Argentina, children leave grass and 
water for the camels and get presents in return. 
(It is unclear whether the camels pick out the 
presents.)
 In the Netherlands, children dress as the 
wise men and go house to house singing and 
receiving candy and money.
 Children in Slovenia work the neigh-
borhood for almonds, dried figs and nuts 

— which makes children in Slovenia wish they 
were in the Netherlands.
 Epiphany is about food.
 In Finland, they make star-shaped ginger-
bread cookies that they break while making a 
wish. If the star breaks into three pieces, the 
wish will come true. (That’s how the cookie 
crumbles in Finland.)
 In England, whoever finds the bean in the 
cake is king. Whoever finds the clove is the vil-
lain, the twig is the fool, and the rag is the tart. 
(Whoever cooks a cake with a twig and a rag in 
it is committed to this custom.)
 Epiphany is about fun.
 In India, three boys in robes and crowns 
ride horses to church along a route decorated 
with streamers and balloons — just like the 
wise men, sort of.
 In Ireland, Epiphany is called Women’s 
Christmas. Children bring their mothers gifts 
while the women get to rest after the hard 
work of Christmas. (Irish women should con-
sider celebrating Epiphany on December 25.)
 Romanian folk wisdom holds that if a girl 
slips on ice on Epiphany, she will marry before 
the year is out. (Perhaps her orthopedist will 
propose.)
 In Portugal, men dress as women for the 
traditional Epiphany dance for reasons that are 
not immediately obvious. 
 When we skip Epiphany, we miss a story 
that is worth celebrating. We do not know 
much about the wise men, but we have gotten 
good at making stuff up. 
 One early tradition is that there were  

12 magical magi, but that made the nativ-
ity scene crowded, so since there were three 
gifts — shaky evidence though it is — we 
went with three. We gave them names: Caspar, 
Melchior and Balthazar. Since they stop to ask 
for directions, there may have been women in 
the group. 
 With their star charts and whatever passed 
for telescopes 1,500 years before telescopes, the 
magi come to the peculiar conclusion that a 
new king has been born in Israel.
 One legend is that the journey took 
30 days. A trip like that was uncommon — 
such a long distance, temperamental camels, 
unfriendly towns, robbers behind the next sand 
dune. 
 They finally arrive in the capital city, and 
ask, “Where can we find the newborn king? We 
saw a star that signaled his birth for educated 
people who understand such things.” 
 Herod gets nervous, and when he gets 
nervous the whole town gets nervous. Herod is 
worried enough about his job to ask the refer-
ence librarians for help. 
 The scribes are smart enough to remem-
ber that the prophet Micah gave directions to 
Bethlehem, but not wise enough to look for 
the child themselves. 
 The magi leave, the star appears again, 
and they throw the most famous baby 
shower ever. The magi are out of place in this 
humble village. The wise men showing up in 
Bethlehem is like the Dalai Lama visiting a 
Waffle House in South Georgia. 
 Matthew does not give us details. The 
magi’s visit lasts all of one verse. We are not 
told if they stayed for dinner, what they 
thought, what they felt, or if Mary traded the 
myrrh for more swaddling clothes. 
 The wise men’s unreasonable trip could 
not have a reasonable beginning. Some unex-
plainable longing led them to follow a light 
without knowing where it would lead them. 
Epiphany reminds us that we have a desert to 
travel, a star to discover, and a hope to find. "4

—Brett Younger is associate professor of  
preaching at Mercer University’s  

McAfee School of Theology.
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Who Needs a Light?
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Feb. 28, 2016
Who Needs God?
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Teaching resources at baptiststoday.org

1.  Order a copy of Baptists Today news journal 
for EACH MEMBER of the class. The Bible 
Lessons are found only here.

2.  Teachers can go to baptiststoday.org to access all 
of the free resources needed for presentation. Simply 
click on “Adult” or “Youth.”

Teaching the Lessons
After reading The Bible Lessons by Tony Cartledge 
starting on page 18, teachers can access 
helpful teaching resources (at no charge) at  
baptiststoday.org These include: 

*  Tony’s video overviews 
*  Adult teaching plans by Rick Jordan
*  Youth teaching plans by Jeremy Colliver
*  Tony’s “Digging Deeper” notes and  

”The Hardest Question”
*  Links to commentaries, multimedia  

resources and more

How to Order
The Bible Lessons in Baptists Today are copyrighted 
and not to be photocopied. 

*  Orders may be placed at baptiststoday.org or 
1-877-752-5658. 

*  The price is just $18 each for groups of 25 or more 
— for a full year — with no additional costs.

*  All online teaching resources are available at no 
charge and may be printed and used by teachers of 
the Nurturing Faith Bible Studies.

HOW TO USE THESE
BIBLE STUDIES
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Thanks, sponsors!
These Bible studies for adults and youth are sponsored through generous  
gifts from the Cooperative Baptist Fellowship (Bo Prosser, Coordinator of  
Organizational Relationships) and from the Eula Mae and John Baugh 
Foundation. Thank you!
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The Bible Lessons that 
anchor the Nurturing Faith Bible 
Studies are written by Tony 
Cartledge in a scholarly, yet 
applicable, style from the wide 
range of Christian scriptures. 
A graduate of Southeastern 
Baptist Theological Seminary (M.Div) and Duke University 
(Ph.D.), and with years of experience as a pastor, writer, 
and professor at Campbell University, he provides deep 
insight for Christian living without “dumbing down” the 
richness of the biblical texts for honest learners.

Adult teaching plans by Rick Jordan of the 
Cooperative Baptist Fellowship of North Carolina 
are available at nurturingfaith.net



Feb. 7, 2016
Who Needs a King?

The book of Psalms consistently 
ranks as the most-read book in 
the Bible,  but some psalms are 

easier to love than others. We like warm 
and fuzzy psalms like Psalm 23 and 
others that offer comfort or assurance. 
We like wisdom psalms such as Psalm 
1 that offer sage advice for the faithful 
life. We like celebratory hymns such as 
Psalm 100 that exalt God as Lord of all. 
 Other psalms don’t connect as well: 
imprecatory psalms such as Psalms 69 
and 109 may offend us, while royal 
psalms like Psalms 2 and 18 may seem 
alien to us. This month we’ll be study-
ing four psalms, some of which are 
easier to connect with than others. In 
the process, we’ll look for ways in 
which we might convert archaic imag-
ery into a meaningful message to us. 

A God who reigns
(vv. 1-3)

As you think about God, what images 
occur to you? “Father” comes quickly 
to mind, as do words like “Master” and 
“Lord.” Did the word “King” occur to 
you? We don’t live under a king, so the 
term may not come naturally to us, but 
it was typical for ancient folk who lived 
under monarchs to use royal terminol-
ogy when thinking of God. 
 Today’s text is the last of a group 
of six psalms (47, 93, 96-99) that focus 
on God’s kingship over the earth, the 
universe, and all peoples, not just over 
Israel. The psalms would originally 
have been sung in worship at the temple 
in Jerusalem, and all of them include 
WKH�KDSS\�DI¿�UPDWLRQ�³<DKZHK�UHLJQV�´�

 While all six psalms recognize 
God’s universal sovereignty, each has a 
different emphasis: Psalm 47 celebrates 
God as the king of all the earth, Psalm 
93 praises God’s kingship over chaos, 
and Psalm 96 emphasizes God’s king-
ship over all peoples. The manifestation 
of God’s kingship through earth-
shaking theophanies is at the heart of 
Psalm 97, while Psalm 98 speaks of 
God’s manifestation in deliverance.
 Psalm 99, our text for today, com-
memorates various ways in which 
God’s holiness is revealed, with a three-
fold declaration of divine holiness in 
vv. 3, 5, and 9. 
� 7KH�¿�UVW�VHFWLRQ�OHDYHV�QR�GRXEW�DV�
to the subject of the psalm: it opens with 
the stirring shout “The LORD is king,” 
RU�PRUH�OLWHUDOO\��³<DKZHK�UHLJQV�´
 God rules, the psalmist claimed, 
ZLWK�VXFK�SRZHU�DQG�PDJQL¿�FHQFH�WKDW�
all peoples should tremble and the earth 
should quake at the very thought of 
<DKZHK¶V�SUHVHQFH�³HQWKURQHG�XSRQ�WKH�
cherubim” (v. 1). The reference is to the 

“Holy of Holies,” where the Hebrews 
imagined God sat upon an invisible 
throne above the twin cherubim atop the 
Ark of the Covenant, which served as 
a divine footstool (Exod. 25:22, 1 Sam. 
4:4, 2 Kgs. 19:15).
 The temple was in Jerusalem, 
alternately known as “Zion.” Thus the 
psalmist declared “The LORD is great 
in Zion,” where “he is exalted over all 
the peoples” (v. 2). This leads into a call 
for all to render praise to God’s “great 
DQG�DZHVRPH´�QDPH��IRU�³+RO\�LV�KH�´�
(v. 3). 
 What do you think of when you 
hear the word “holy”? Typical answers 
might include piety, purity, an absence 
of sin, or a life of total devotion to God. 
The Hebrew concept of holiness was 
not so much one of purity or sinless-
ness, however, as it was of separateness 
or distinctiveness. For Israel to be holy 
was primarily to be “set apart” as God’s 
special people. The Hebrews considered 
God to be beyond sin, of course, but 
WKH�SULPH�VLJQL¿�FDQFH�RI�³KROLQHVV´�LV�
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Deeper” icon

Psalm 99:4 – 
“Mighty King, lover of justice, 
you have established equity; 
you have executed justice and 
righteousness in Jacob.”



WKDW�<DKZHK�ZDV�XQLTXH��DSDUW�IURP�DOO�
others, not just at the top of the created 
order but above it and responsible for it. 

A God of justice 
(vv. 4-5)

Israel’s holy God could be praised for 
PDQ\�UHDVRQV��:KDW�FRPHV�¿UVW�WR�WKH�
psalmist’s mind is that God’s power is 
expressed in justice and equity for God’s 
SHRSOH��7KH�¿UVW�IHZ�ZRUGV�RI�Y����DUH�
GLI¿FXOW�WR�WUDQVODWH��$�OLWHUDO�UHDGLQJ�
would be “and strength, a king, justice 
he loves.” Changing a single vowel – not 
part of the original text – would turn 
“strength” into the adjective “strong,” an 
option chosen by most translators. The 
NRSV renders it “Mighty King, lover 
of justice,” while NET has “The king is 
strong; he loves justice.” 
 In either case, the meaning is clear: 
the psalmist hails God as one who not 
only loves justice, but also has estab-
lished it: “you have executed justice and 
righteousness in Jacob” (v. 4b). Jacob is 
used as a symbolic name for Israel. He 
is remembered as the father of 12 sons 
who gave rise to the 12 tribes of Israel, 
and indeed, his name had been changed 
to “Israel” (Gen. 32:28). 
 Although Jacob clearly represents 
Israel, the psalmist’s use of his name 
Jacob is a bit surprising in this context, 
for Jacob was known as a conniving 
cheat who fast-talked his brother into 
surrendering his birthright (Gen. 25:29-
33), and later deceived his father Isaac 
into giving him the blessing that was 
GXH�WR�KLV�¿UVWERUQ�EURWKHU��*HQHVLV�
�����6RPH�PRGHO�RI�MXVWLFH��7KDW�*RG�
could use such fallible people to estab-
lish a nation founded on principles 
of equity and justice for all people 
– including the widows, orphans, and 
immigrants who lived on the margins – 
is worthy of considerable praise.
� $V�LQ�WKH�¿UVW�VWDQ]D��WKH�SVDOP-
ist turns from his own praise of God 
to calling on others to join in the hal-
lelujahs: “Extol the LORD our God; 
worship at his footstool.” Worshiping at 
God’s “footstool” is yet another refer-
ence to God’s imagined enthronement 
above the Ark of the Covenant in the 

Holy of Holies – an apt image for the 
FORVLQJ�FU\�LQ�Y�����³+RO\�LV�KH�´

A God who relates 
(vv. 6-9)

Having praised God’s power and jus-
tice, the poet reminds worshipers of 
how long God’s blessings have been 
evident. He recalls how Moses and 
Aaron led the people as priests. Even 
WKRXJK�$DURQ�ZDV�NQRZQ�DV�WKH�¿UVW�
priest and Moses as the lawgiver, Moses 
also exercised the priestly functions of 
interceding with God on behalf of the 
people, which seems to be the psalm-
ist’s concern. Samuel, a priest who also 
acted as the last of the judges, is also 
remembered. “They cried to the LORD, 
and he answered them” (v. 6). 
 We might expect the cry and 
response to be for deliverance or vindi-
cation for Israel, but the psalmist recalls 
something more basic: “He spoke to 
them in the pillar of cloud; they kept 
his decrees, and the statutes that he 
gave them” (v. 7). This is the root of 
the justice the psalmist had mentioned 
in v. 4 and the holiness he has called to 
mind throughout: God’s gift to Israel 
of the law. God did not impose justice 
in the sense of forcing people to do 
what is right: that would violate human 
freedom. Rather, in the Torah God gave 
to Israel the basis for a society built on 
justice and equity. The people did not 
always obey the commandments, as 
the Hebrews’ narrative theologians and 
prophets often reminded them, but the 
gift of a just system was in place. 
 Moses, Aaron, and Samuel are 
named as examples of the type of life 
God’s people should live. They were 
not perfect, and their faults are chroni-
FOHG�DORQJ�ZLWK�WKHLU�YLFWRULHV��<HW��WKHLU�
lives were characterized by faithfulness, 
and when they fell short, they turned to 
<DKZHK�IRU�IRUJLYHQHVV��*RG�DQVZHUHG�
them, the poet declared: “you were a 
forgiving God to them.” But, God also 

disciplined them when they sinned: “but 
an avenger of their wrongdoings” (v. 8). 
[See “The Hardest Question” online for 
more.]
 As we have come to expect, the 
psalmist concludes his third section 
DV�KH�GLG�WKH�¿UVW�WZR��E\�FDOOLQJ�RQ�
the Israelites to praise their holy God: 
“Extol the LORD our God, and worship 
at his holy mountain” (v. 9a). The holy 
mountain, of course, is another refer-
ence to Jerusalem, or Mount Zion. As 
he had closed the two previous stanzas, 
so the psalmist ends the psalm with a 
call to remember God’s unique nature: 
“for the LORD our God is holy.”
 So much and so good for Israel, 
but what might this text say to contem-
porary Christians whose relationship 
with God is not based on obedience to 
the covenant law given to Israel? First, 
we should acknowledge our debt to 
the law: the moral principles found in 
the Ten Commandments and further 
elaborated in directives to love one’s 
neighbor and care for the marginalized 
are at the heart of our modern under-
standing of personal morality and social 
justice. 
 Second, we who come to God 
through Christ may recall that Jesus 
demonstrated a constant concern for 
justice. Luke suggests that Jesus adopted 
as his mission statement a text from 
Isa. 61:1-2 that spoke of justice for the 
oppressed and comfort for the broken-
hearted (Luke 4:18). In his ministry on 
earth, Jesus healed the sick, showed 
special care for the poor, and taught his 
disciples to love God and to love others 
as they loved themselves (Luke 10:27). 
“I give you a new commandment,” Jesus 
said, “that you love one another. Just as I 
have loved you, you also should love one 
another” (John 13:34). 
� $V�WKH�SVDOPLVW�SUDLVHG�<DKZHK�
as the king of all, Jesus inaugurated 
the kingdom of God – or rule of God 
– in which God’s people are called to 
practice love for God and justice for 
all. Like Israel, we may also fall short 
of our calling, but our failure does not 
diminish the praise due to the powerful, 
just, and holy God who is king of all. "4 
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with Tony W. Cartledge

Feb. 14, 2016
Who Needs a Rescuer?

Did you ever wish you had a 
magic cape, something like 
Harry Potter’s invisibility 

cloak, that would protect you from the 
world’s harms? 
 Through the years, many people 
have read Psalm 91 in precisely that 
way, reciting it as a comforting mantra, 
believing (or at least hoping) that God 
will surround them with protective 
angels. We know, however, that such a 
EHOLHI�À�LHV�LQ�WKH�IDFH�RI�UHDOLW\��WURXEOH�
comes to everyone, no matter how pious 
or trusting. Sickness, accidents, and 
heartache may affect us all. What do we 
do with a psalm that appears to promise 
more than it delivers?
 

A trustworthy claim
(vv. 1-2)

Few people in ancient times could have 
read the psalms for themselves. An 
average Hebrew would not have known 
how to read, nor would he or she have 
been able to afford a handwritten parch-
ment scroll. While we may read and 
ponder the psalms at our leisure, the 
Hebrews of antiquity may have heard 
psalms only when they came to wor-
ship, or if a singing priest happened by. 
It was important, then, that psalms be 
memorable.
 Psalm 91 was almost certainly used 
in Israel’s temple worship, a psalm 
of trust and assurance for those who 
IDFHG�GLI¿�FXOW�GD\V��6RPH�ZULWHUV�KDYH�
argued that it may have been used in a 
special service focused on the king as 
he prepared to lead the nation into war 
or during troubled times. In that sense, 

it would have served as a combination 
worship liturgy and pep talk to raise the 
NLQJ¶V�FRQ¿�GHQFH�DV�D�OHDGHU��
 Others imagine that it could have 
been read as a psalm of assurance for 
anyone in need of courage, or used as 
an instructional psalm, similar to a ser-
PRQ��FDOOLQJ�ZRUVKLSHUV�WR�FRQ¿�GHQWO\�
put their lives in God’s hands. 
 The psalm appears to have a liturgi-
cal form, with multiple speakers. The 
¿�UVW�WZR�YHUVHV�ZRXOG�KDYH�EHHQ�VSRNHQ�
by the worship leader (or perhaps a 
worship leader and an individual testi-
fying of his trust in God), followed by 
a choral or congregational response in 
vv. 3-13 (possibly spoken antiphonally), 
and concluding with a divine oracle that 
could have been pronounced by a priest 
or cultic prophet who spoke for God 
(vv. 14-16).
� 7KH�¿�UVW�WZR�YHUVHV�VHW�WKH�WKHPH��
one who intentionally dwells in the 
GLYLQH�VKDGRZ�¿�QGV�*RG�WR�EH�D�UHIXJH�
and a fortress. Four divine names appear 
LQ�WKH�¿�UVW�WZR�YHUVHV��LQFOXGLQJ�µElyon 

(Most High), Shaddai (the Almighty), 
Yahweh (the LORD), and ’Elohim (God). 
‘Elyon and Shaddai are old divine names 
that may originally have been used by 
other cultic groups and only later identi-
¿�HG�ZLWK�<DKZHK��SRVVLEO\�DWWHVWLQJ�WR�
the psalm’s antiquity.
 The key to understanding these 
YHUVHV�LV�IRXQG�LQ�WKH�¿�UVW�WZR�YHUEV��
“dwells” and “abides.” The psalm is 
not addressed to part-time believers, to 
persons who pray only when in trouble, 
read scripture when fearful, or practice 
ritual aspects of religion with little ref-
erence to faith in their daily life. Rather, 
it concerns those who consciously seek 
God’s presence all day, every day. 
 The psalm’s location in the temple 
might lead one to think the poet was 
encouraging people to live in the sanc-
tuary, but that would be impractical. 
While Israel thought of God as being 
“enthroned above the cherubim” in the 
Holy of Holies, the people understood 
that God’s presence was not limited to 
the temple.

Additional background information 
online where you see the “Digging 
Deeper” icon

Psalm 91:14 –
“Those who love me, I will 
deliver; I will protect those 
who know my name.”



Amazing promises 
(vv. 3-13)

The response in vv. 3-13 cites a num-
EHU�RI�VSHFL¿F�VLWXDWLRQV�LQ�ZKLFK�WKH�
one who lives in God’s presence could 
survive dangers or overcome obstacles. 
Verses 3, 9, and 11 all begin with the 
Hebrew word ki, which is normally 
translated as “for, because, or since.” It 
could also be used as a positive assever-
ation, however, leading some translators 
to render it as “indeed,” or “truly.” 
 While some of the situations may 
be understood literally, others are meta-
phorical. The promise in v. 3 that God 
would deliver the faithful “from the 
snare of the fowler” does not speak to 
the danger of traps set to catch birds, 
but of any danger that springs up 
unawares. “Deadly pestilence” literally 
means “destructive thing,” a translation 
that forms a better parallel to the snare 
of a fowler. 
 The image of escaping a trap 
for birds surprisingly morphs into a 
PHWDSKRU�RI�¿QGLQJ�VKHOWHU�EHQHDWK�
the divine wings, as chicks might seek 
shelter beneath the mother hen’s wings 
when danger lurks (v. 4a). The psalmist 
may have had in mind the wings of the 
cherubim atop the Ark of the Covenant 
as a symbol of God’s protective mer-
cies. In either case, the image speaks of 
intimate care, in which God’s faithful-
ness “is a shield and a buckler.”
 The imagery of vv. 5-6 emphasizes 
God’s power to protect at any hour, day 
or night: the faithful one need not fear 
terrors by night, arrows by day, pesti-
lence that stalks the dark, or trouble that 
strikes at noon. Notice the alternation 
between day or nighttime dangers. The 
words used could suggest epidemic 
SODJXHV��IDPLQH��KDLO��¿UH��RU�HQHP\�
attacks: God is on guard, as we like to 
say, 24/7. 
 Verses 7-8 up the ante, at least in 
terms of numbers. Pestilence or war 
might strike 1,000, even 10,000 neigh-
bors, but the one who dwells in God’s 
care will remain untouched. The impli-
cation is that those who fall belong to 
“the wicked” who do not trust in God 

and thus receive punishment rather than 
protection. 
 The assertion of vv. 9-10 recalls the 
opening verse: it is because the person 
LQ�TXHVWLRQ�KDV�PDGH�<DKZHK�D�UHIXJH�
and “the Most High” (‘elyon) a dwell-
ing place that “no evil shall befall you, 
no scourge come near your tent.” 
 The picture that comes to mind with 
vv. 11-12 is a familiar one, the promise 
that God will send angels to protect 
and guard the faithful, to the point of 
preventing even a misstep that would 
lead to a stumped toe. With such pro-
tection in place, the trustful one could 
FRQ¿GHQWO\�ZDON�WKURXJK�WKH�GDQJHURXV�
wilderness, not only avoiding unmoving 
VWRQHV�EXW�DOVR�WUDPSOLQJ�FRQ¿GHQWO\�
upon all dangers, from crawling snakes 
to pouncing lions (v. 13).

A word from God 
(vv. 14-16)

Could the promises of vv. 3-13 be real? 
A priest or cultic prophet who speaks for 
*RG�LQVLVWV�LW�LV�VR��1RWH�WKH�¿UVW�SHUVRQ�
pronouns: “Those who love me, I will 
deliver; I will protect those who know 
my name” (v. 14). The oracle appears to 
promise answered prayer: “When they 
call to me, I will answer them; I will be 
with them in trouble; I will rescue them 
and honor them” (v. 15). 
� ,I�WKDW�LV�QRW�HQRXJK��WKH�¿QDO�YHUVH�
adds “With long life I will satisfy them, 
and show them my salvation” (v. 16). 
 But we know good people who 
loved God but died young. We know 
people who have prayed for physical 
KHDOLQJ�RU�¿QDQFLDO�KHOS�DQG�GLGQ¶W�
¿QG�LW��+RZ��WKHQ��VKRXOG�ZH�UHDG�WKLV�
psalm? 
 On the one hand, we might read it 
as a source of encouragement for those 
who face times of trial. From this per-
spective, we can recognize the promise 
of perfect protection as hyperbole – an 
overstatement for effect. God may not 
in fact protect us from all danger, but 

those who choose to dwell in God’s care 
can be sure that God is present with 
them through all things. 
 Consider this: if the psalm truly 
promised a long and trouble-free life in 
return for loving God, any “love” for 
*RG�ZRXOG�EH�VHO¿VKO\�PRWLYDWHG��ZH�
would be in it for what we could get out 
of it. Such an approach does not love 
God for God’s sake, but seeks to use 
God for the person’s sake.
 We note that when this psalm is 
quoted in the New Testament, it is on 
the lips of the devil, who tempts Jesus 
to throw himself from the highest point 
of the temple, trusting angels to catch 
him (Matt. 4:6, Luke 4:10-11, quoting 
from Ps. 91:11-12). Jesus, however, rec-
ognized the temptation for what it was. 
*DLQLQJ�SRSXODULW\�DQG�LQÀXHQFH�WKURXJK�
angelic deliverance was not Jesus’ way: 
he would experience human life even as 
we do, complete with suffering.
 Jesus’ rejection of a literal reading 
of the psalm suggests that we should 
also approach it, not with an expecta-
tion that God will give us all we ask 
for or keep us from all harm, but as an 
assurance that in all the ins and outs and 
ups and downs of life, God is with us, 
and that remaining within God’s will is 
more important than living in a protec-
tive bubble. 
 Indeed, if we go back to the begin-
ning of the psalm, the challenge and 
promised blessings are for those 
“who live in the shelter of the Most 
High, who abide in the shadow of the 
Almighty.” Abiding in God is more than 
seeking protection: it is a surrender of 
life that changes our priorities. Jesus 
made it clear that those who follow 
him should not be after personal gain, 
but are to “deny themselves and take 
up their cross and follow me,” adding 
“those who want to save their life will 
lose it, and those who lose their life for 
P\�VDNH�ZLOO�¿QG�LW´��0DWW�������������
 Reading Psalm 91 through a New 
Testament lens helps us to understand 
that the end of being faithful is not to 
avoid all present danger, but to serve a 
Lord whose care extends far beyond the 
pitfalls of our earthly life. "4
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Feb. 21, 2016
Who Needs a Light?

Do you remember the old TV 
commercials for Certs? They 
were marketed as a double 

value: twin teenage girls were featured 
in one ad, arguing over whether Certs 
was a candy mint or a breath mint. An 
announcer interrupted to insist “It’s 
ERWK�´�&HUWV��WKH�FRPPHUFLDOV�ZHUH�
prone to intone, was “two, two, two 
PLQWV�LQ�RQH�´
 Today’s text calls to mind that old 
commercial because Psalm 27 appears 
to be two, two, two psalms in one. 
Verses 1-6 appear to be a joyful psalm 
of trust, while the following section 
(vv. 7-14) has the characteristics of a 
lament. Some commentators argue that 
these must represent psalms written by 
two different people, or by one person 
at different stages of life. Others argue 
that the psalm should be read as a unity. 
After reading the psalm for yourself, 
what do you think? [Further discus-
sion of this topic can be found in “The 
Hardest Question” online]. 
 A superscription to the psalm attri-
butes it to David, and there are hints 
that the protagonist could be a king, but 
WKHUH�LV�QRW�VXI¿�FLHQW�HYLGHQFH�WR�LGHQ�
tify either the author or the date of the 
composition.

Praising God
(vv. 1-3)

+RZ�FRQ¿�GHQW�DUH�\RX�LQ�*RG¶V�FDUH"�
How assured are you that God will 
respond to your prayers? Whether we’re 
GHDOLQJ�ZLWK�RQH�SVDOP�RU�WZR��WKH�¿�UVW�
six verses of Psalm 27 form a two-part 
celebration from the lips of one who 

H[SUHVVHV�WRWDO�FRQ¿�GHQFH�LQ�*RG�DV�
the source of all things good. Countless 
believers have memorized these words: 
“The LORD is my light and my salva-
tion; whom shall I fear? The LORD is 
the stronghold of my life; of whom shall 
I be afraid?” (v. 1). 
� *RG¶V�EHQH¿�FHQW�FDUH�LV�GHVFULEHG�
in three ways. First, “light” is an appro-
SULDWH�PHWDSKRU�IRU�FRQ¿�GHQFH�LQ�*RG��
Darkness conjures thoughts of hidden 
threats, fears, enemies, or evil, but light 
dispels the darkness with the assurance 
that God is with us.
 “Salvation” renders a Hebrew word 
that primarily means “deliverance,” and 
in this context it probably refers to a 
warrior facing dread enemies with con-
¿�GHQFH�WKDW�*RG�ZLOO�JUDQW�YLFWRU\��QR�
matter what the odds. 
 “Stronghold” might also be trans-
lated as “refuge,” a place of such 
security that the psalmist could portray 
himself as fearless against all enemies 
or dangers: “of whom shall I be afraid?”
 The terminology of v. 1 suggests a 
military context, with the protagonist 
of the psalm likely to be thought of as 

Israel’s king, who was expected to be a 
commander-in-chief not in name only, 
but also in the forefront of the battle.
 The military metaphors continue in 
vv. 2-3, where the psalmist expresses 
FRQ¿�GHQFH�WKDW�DQ\�DGYHUVDULHV�ZKR�
might assail him would stumble and 
fall: he could face an entire army with 
FRQ¿�GHQFH�

Living with God
(vv. 4-6)

)URP�WKH�DJJUHVVLYHO\�FRQ¿�GHQW�LPDJH�
of a heroic warrior, the poem turns the 
page to show a softer side to the psalm-
ist, the inner source of his outward 
courage: his one plea is to dwell always 
in the presence of God.
 A surface reading of v. 4 suggests 
that the poet wanted to move into 
the temple and stretch out his bedroll 
beneath the wings of the cherubim 
upon the Ark of the Covenant and never 
leave. The psalmist would have known 
better than to think such an arrangement 
would be practical, however, especially 
for a king whose business is necessarily 
a public one. 
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Psalm 27:1 –
“The LORD is my 
light and my salva-
tion; whom shall I 
fear? The LORD is 
the stronghold of 
my life; of whom 
shall I be afraid?”



 We read the verse as a metaphor, 
then, the symbolic thinking of one who 
longed for God’s presence to infuse his 
life. Verse 5 shifts back to the hope of 
protection while engaging the world, 
that God would shelter him in a day of 
trouble, hide him from enemies when 
necessary, and set him “high on a rock,” 
out of reach of his foes, or possibly 
standing in victory over them. 
 In a similar way, we might recall 
happy times at church where we sensed 
God’s presence during worship in the 
sanctuary or felt so at home during fel-
lowship meals. In times of struggle or 
uncertainty, especially when far from 
home, we might long to be back in the 
church where we have found safety and 
security – but we know that it’s really 
God’s presence we need, and that is not 
limited to the church building. 
 Verse 6 combines thoughts of victo-
ULHV�RQ�WKH�EDWWOH¿HOG�DQG�ZRUVKLS�LQ�WKH�
temple: as a victor, the psalmist declares 
³,�ZLOO�RIIHU�LQ�KLV�WHQW�VDFUL¿FHV�ZLWK�
shouts of joy; I will sing and make 
melody to the LORD” (v. 6).
 Note the references to God’s “tent,” 
as a place of refuge in v. 5 and as a 
SODFH�RI�VDFUL¿FH�LQ�Y�����WKRXJK�Y����
speaks of dwelling in the “house of the 
LORD”). If indeed the psalm origi-
nated with David – or if a later psalmist 
wanted to make it appear that it did – 
“tent” would be the appropriate term. 
David brought the Ark of the Covenant 
to Jerusalem and installed it in a tent, 
according to 2 Sam. 6:17, where he was 
prone to pray (2 Sam. 7:18). The temple 
would not be built until the reign of 
Solomon.
� 7KH�¿UVW�SDUW�RI�RXU�SVDOP��WKHQ��
begins and ends with happy praise from 
D�MR\IXO�DQG�FRQ¿GHQW�ZRUVKLSHU��:KHQ�
we come to v. 7, we wonder: “Could 
this be the same person?”

Longing for God 
(vv. 7-12)

In vv. 7-14, assurance is but a memory 
and God’s presence a distant dream. In 
the classic form of a lament, the psalm-
ist longs for a sense of God’s presence 
and pleads for God not to turn away, 

as if he or she feels abandoned by the 
same God who once had seemed so 
close. 
 Heart-full of desire, the psalmist 
pleads to see God’s face (v. 9a). Why 
might the poet believe that God had 
turned away? Our only clue is the psalm-
ist’s plea “Do not turn your servant away 
in anger, you who have been my help. 
Do not cast me off, do not forsake me,  
2�*RG�RI�P\�VDOYDWLRQ�´��Y���E���
 Why would God be angry? Hebrew 
theology did not consider God to be 
capricious or easily provoked. Rather, 
the classic understanding of God’s  
WHPSHUDPHQW�ZDV�<DKZHK¶V�VHOI� 
revelation to Moses in Exod. 34:6:  
“a God merciful and gracious, slow to 
anger, and abounding in steadfast love 
and faithfulness …”
 Generally, one who feared God’s 
anger did so from an awareness of per-
sonal sin, of having turned away from 
*RG�¿UVW��%XW��WKH�%LEOH�DOVR�FRQWDLQV�
accounts of people who felt abandoned 
by God for no good reason. Job is the 
classic example, and this poet might be 
another. 
 The psalmist was convinced that 
God, even more faithful than one’s  
parents, would not forsake forever  
(v. 10) – but that did not prevent the fear 
of being forsaken in the meantime.  
Enemies were about (v. 11), false wit-
nesses who were “breathing out violence” 
(v. 12). If we are to think of vv. 7-14 as 
deriving from the same postulant as vv. 
1-6, who may have been a king, vv. 11-12 
summon visions of palace intrigue or 
propaganda campaigns from neighboring 
nations.
 Such speculation is not necessary, 
however. The psalmist, like many of us, 
could have experienced the cold shoulder 
of former friends who turned against us, 
or jealous competitors who sought to 
elevate themselves by bringing us down. 
Those are times when we might wonder 
where God has gone, and why such trou-
ble has come to us. Dealing with people 

who actively oppose us or make our lives 
PLVHUDEOH�FDQ�EH�GLI¿FXOW��DQG�FDOOV�IRU�
a special measure of God’s leadership 
if we are to respond with wisdom and 
care. Thus, it is in the context of enemy 
opposition that the psalmist asks “Teach 
me your way, O LORD, and lead me on 
a level path” (v. 11). 
 Can you recall times when someone 
criticized your performance or opposed 
what you were doing? We can respond 
in ways that make the situation worse, 
or exhibit more positive behaviors that 
bring grace into the picture. The psalm-
ist’s practice of pausing to pray and 
seek God’s leadership before going for-
ward offers a word of wisdom for all. 

Trusting God 
(vv. 13-14)

As is common in the laments, the 
psalmist concludes with an expression
of trust that God will indeed hear  
the prayer and respond positively:  
“I believe that I shall see the goodness 
of the LORD in the land of the living” 
(v. 13). In other words, the poet – 
whether king or commoner – expects to 
survive the crisis, remain “in the land of 
the living,” and experience God’s good-
ness again. 
 Some interpreters read v. 14 as a 
priestly oracle of assurance that responds 
to the postulant’s prayer by counseling 
patience and trust. It is just as likely, 
however, that it could be the psalmist’s 
RZQ�UHÀHFWLRQ��*RG�KDG�EHHQ�SUHVHQW�
in the past (as expressed in vv. 1-6) and 
could be trusted to bless the psalmist 
again: he or she needed only to wait and 
trust in God’s deliverance. The reminder 
to “be strong, and let your heart take 
courage” is reminiscent of Moses’ charge 
to Joshua as he assumed leadership in 
Moses’ place (Deut. 31:7, 23), a charge 
UHLWHUDWHG�E\�<DKZHK�LQ�D�SHUVRQDO�YLVLRQ�
to Joshua (Josh. 1:6, 7, 9).
 As Joshua trusted God and led 
Israel to many victories, so the psalmist 
sought to be strong and courageous as 
he maintained trust in God for help that 
was yet to come. 
 If God seems far away, perhaps we 
need to hear what this psalm has to say. "4
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Feb. 28, 2016
Who Needs God?

Have you ever been so thirsty 
that you could think of noth-
LQJ�HOVH�WKDQ�¿�QGLQJ�D�GULQN�RI�

water? What led you to such a thirsty 
state? A long hike on a hot day, or a 
surgical procedure that required you 
to forego water from midnight until 
mid-afternoon?
� ,�ZLOO�QHYHU�IRUJHW�P\�¿�UVW�GD\�RI�
football practice as a high school fresh-
man. Modern coaches are sensitive to 
concerns about heat stroke or dehy-
dration, and water is often available 
whenever an athlete feels the need for 
it. In the old days, however, a three-
hour practice might have only one water 
break, and one’s ability to overcome 
desperate thirst and keep running hard 
through summer two-a-day drills was 
considered a sign of toughness. 
� 2Q�WKDW�¿�UVW�GD\��,�ZDVQ¶W�VR�WRXJK��
I’d been forced to lay off running for 
six weeks due to a knee condition, and 
had joined practice nearly a week after 
the other players. I was out of shape, 
but determined to keep up. I couldn’t. I 
became so ravenously thirsty that I told 
the trainer my stomach was upset jut so 
he would give me a swallow of Pepto 
%LVPRO��7KHQ�,�UHDOO\�ZDV�VLFN�
 Serious thirst is no picnic. 

Searching for God
(vv. 1-4)

In today’s text, the parched thirst of 
a desert traveler serves as a metaphor 
for a worshiper’s longing for the pres-
ence of God.  A scribal superscription 
to the psalm – not part of the original 
WH[W�±�LGHQWL¿�HV�LW�DV�D�'DYLGLF�SVDOP��

suggesting that the psalm was either 
written by David, or dedicated to him. 
 Unlike most such psalms, marked 
with the simple ledawid (to/for/by 
David), this one goes on to imagine how 
David might have uttered such a psalm 
“when he was in the wilderness of 
Judah.” Readers familiar with the David 
story recall how he served faithfully in 
the court of Saul until the paranoid king 
turned against him and tried to kill him. 
'DYLG�ZDV�IRUFHG�WR�À�HH�LQWR�WKH�ZLOGHU�
ness areas of southern Judah (1 Samuel 
23-24, 26), where a band of outcasts 
gathered to him and became the nucleus 
of a future army. David might have felt 
abandoned by God during such a time, 
knowing that he had done nothing to 
deserve Saul’s wrath. 
 We have no way of knowing if 
David actually had anything to do 
with this psalm, of course, but the later 
scribes did us a favor in ascribing it to 
him. An anonymous psalm may or may 
not speak to us, but the scribe’s associa-
tion of the prayer with David makes the 
psalm more accessible to all believers. 

We can imagine ourselves in David’s 
sandals, for we all have known what it 
is like to experience wilderness days 
when God seems far away. 
 We have also known spiritual thirst, 
a longing for something bigger than 
ourselves, for a sense of meaning in life, 
IRU�WKH�IXO¿�OOPHQW�RI�DQ�HPSW\�VSRW�LQ�
RXU�KHDUWV�WKDW�RQO\�*RG�FDQ�¿�OO�
 The prayer begins with the psalm-
ist’s acknowledgement of a relationship 
with God: “O God (’elohim), you are 
my God (’el).”  It’s likely that the 
divine name ’elohim was originally 
<DKZHK��EXW�WKH�SVDOP�FDPH�WR�EH�
located in the “Elohistic psalter,” a col-
lection of psalms in which Elohim is 
favored as the divine name.
� ³0\�VRXO�WKLUVWV�IRU�\RX��P\�À�HVK�
faints for you,” the psalmist wrote, “as 
in a dry and weary land where there is 
no water” (v. 1). We don’t know what 
led to the psalmist’s sense of distance 
from God, but he dealt with it by draw-
ing strength from a past experience of 
spiritual closeness.
 “I have looked upon you in the 
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Psalm 63

with Tony W. Cartledge

Additional background information 
online where you see the “Digging 
Deeper” icon

Psalm 63:1 –
“O God, you are my God, I seek you, 
my soul thirsts for you; my fl esh 
faints for you, as in a dry and weary 
land where there is no water.”



sanctuary” (v. 2) employs a verb for 
“seeing” that commonly refers to a 
theophany or vision in which God 
appears or speaks to an individual, usu-
ally a prophet. The psalmist, who speaks 
of witnessing God’s “power and glory,” 
calls to mind a similar experience in 
which the prophet Isaiah, while pray-
ing in the temple, saw an overwhelming 
vision of the Lord, “high and lofty,” 
enthroned in the temple (Isa. 6:1). 
 Can you imagine what it would be 
like to see God, even in a vision? Many 
people in our own day believe that God 
has spoken directly to them. Even if 
we cannot make that claim, those of us 
who persist in following Christ do so in 
part because we can remember times of 
worship or prayer when the presence of 
God seemed real enough to touch, and 
that memory of divine intimacy con-
tinues to resonate within. We hunger to 
experience it again. 
 “Because your steadfast love is bet-
ter than life,” the psalmist sang, “my 
lips will praise you” (v. 3). “Steadfast 
love” carries the sense of a faithful 
love that will not quit, like the love of a 
mother who never abandons or gives up 
on her children, no matter how far they 
stray. 
 Echoing God’s persistent love, the 
poet pledges to bless God through a 
lifetime of faithful prayer with uplifted 
hands, a physical sign of spiritual sup-
plication to God (v. 4, compare Ps. 
28:2, Lam. 2:19). The poet’s unquali-
¿HG�GHSHQGHQFH�RQ�*RG�LQ�WKLV�VHFWLRQ�
calls to mind Ps. 73:25: “Whom have I 
in heaven but you? And there is nothing 
on earth that I desire other than you.” 
Could we recite those words in truth, or 
are we more likely to give up on God 
when things go sour? 
 

Celebrating God 
(vv. 5-8)

Modern churchgoers often speak of 
choosing a church where they are “fed,” 
XVXDOO\�PHDQLQJ�WKDW�WKH\�¿QG�WKH�VHU-
mons to be personally appealing and 
VSLULWXDOO\�IXO¿OOLQJ��7KH�SVDOPLVW�DOVR�
favored metaphors of eating, but in a 
different sense. His spiritual food was 

the presence of God: “My soul is satis-
¿HG�DV�ZLWK�D�ULFK�IHDVW´�WUDQVODWHV�D�
phrase that contemporary readers might 
¿QG�OHVV�DSSHDOLQJ��³$V�ZLWK�IDW�DQG�
fatness my soul is satiated” – rich food 
LQGHHG�
 The terms used in v. 5 are surpris-
ing, for Lev. 7:23 taught that humans 
were not to consume fat because “all 
fat is the LORD’s” (Lev. 3:16). Certain 
types of fat were burned on the altar, 
but that did not stop people from enjoy-
ing fatty portions of meat.
 The richness of God’s presence 
inspired the psalmist to joyful praise, 
to the point that even his nighttime 
thoughts were preoccupied with prayer-
IXO�PHGLWDWLRQV�RQ�WKH�EHQH¿FHQW�
grace of God, in the shadow of whose 
“wings” the psalmist had found refuge. 
 Some scholars suppose this sug-
gests that the psalmist had actually 
spent the night in the temple. The 
Hebrews, like other ancient Near 
Eastern counterparts, sometimes prac-
ticed “incubation,” sleeping in the 
temple in hopes of receiving a dream 
vision from God.
 Whether he had slept in the temple 
or not, the psalmist understood that liv-
ing in an intimate relationship with God 
is a two-way process: “My soul clings 
to you; your right hand upholds me”  
(v. 8). As Ruth clung to Naomi (includ-
ing Naomi’s God, Ruth 1:14), so the 
psalmist clung to God. In Deuteronomy, 
the same word is used when the faith-
ful are instructed to “hold fast” to God 
as they live obedient lives (4:4, 10:20, 
11:22, 13:5, 30:20). 
 As the psalmist clung to God, so 
he could trust that God was also hold-
ing onto him. The Hebrews, like most 
people, were mostly right-handed. 
Thus, they considered the right hand to 
be stronger and better. The metaphor 
carries over: to be held by God’s right 
hand is a sign of special favor. God was 
said to have taken Cyrus by the right 

hand in leading him to victory over the 
Babylonians (Isa. 45:1), for example. 
More pertinently, Isa. 41:10 speaks for 
God in assuring Israel’s exiles that they 
need not fear, because “I will strengthen 
you, I will help you, I will uphold you 
with my victorious right hand.”
 Are you prone to stick with God, 
holding fast to promises made on both 
VLGHV��RU�GR�\RX�¿QG�LW�HDV\�WR�VOLGH�
away from daily fellowship with the 
One who can give you strength for 
every day?

Trusting God 
(vv. 9-11)

The psalmist’s spiritual satisfaction 
contributes to the fortitude needed to 
IDFH�GLI¿FXOW�GD\V��,Q�Y����KH�VSHDNV�
of unnamed persons who seek to end 
KLV�OLIH��EXW�H[SUHVVHV�FRQ¿GHQFH�WKDW�
the tables will be turned: they will “go 
down into the depths of the earth,” that 
is, to sheol, the world of the dead. They 
will fall prey to the sword, he says, and 
their corpses will become food (liter-
ally, “a portion”) for the jackals (v. 10). 
� :LWK�WKH�¿QDO�YHUVH��ZH�¿QG�WKH�¿UVW�
indication, other than the superscription, 
that the psalm purports to have a royal 
connection. That the poet speaks of the 
king in the third person suggests that 
the psalm may have been used in ritual 
FHUHPRQLHV�IRU�WKH�EHQH¿W�RI�WKH�NLQJ��
perhaps at the time of his coronation. 
 “The king shall rejoice in God,” 
the psalmist insists, as do all who trust 
God enough to swear by him.  Those 
who had opposed him, here described 
as “liars,” would be silenced, he said, 
using an emphatic word that can mean 
“stopped up.” 
� 6RPH�UHDGHUV�PD\�¿QG�WKH�SVDOP�
getting away from them here. We’re 
not kings. We don’t have enemies try-
ing to kill us, but we’ve probably felt 
like victims of untruths, half-truths, or 
other attempts to damage our reputa-
tions. We’ve had good days and bad 
days. Whether our troubles are royal 
or pedestrian, we can recall with the 
psalmist how God has been present to 
us in the past, and trust that we do not 
face our trials alone. "4
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Greg DeLoach is president and CEO of Atlanta-
based Developmental Disabilities Ministry of 
Georgia following a 10-year pastorate of First 
Baptist Church of Augusta, Ga. He succeeds 
William T. Neal who is retiring from DDM.

Jimmy Gentry is pastor of Garden Lakes Baptist 
Church in Rome, Ga. Previously he served 
Tabernacle Baptist Church in Carrollton, Ga.

Paul H. Gibson is executive minister of the 
Great Rivers Region of American Baptist 
Churches, based in Springfield, Ill., coming 
from the pastorate of First Baptist Church of 
Bismarck, N.D.

Ernest H. Jones of Brooklyn, N.Y., is the new 
executive minister for the American Baptist 
Churches of Ohio. He has served as pastor of 
Brooklyn’s Greenwood Baptist Church since 
1998.

Terry Maples is field coordinator for Cooperative 
Baptist Fellowship of Virginia effective Feb. 1. 
He comes from a similar position in Tennessee.

Julie Pennington-Russell is pastor of First 
Baptist Church in the City of Washington. 
Most recently she served First Baptist Church of 
Decatur, Ga.
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#LASSIЃEDS

J esus told the apostles that if they 
had faith as great as a mustard 
seed, they could say to a moun-

tain, “Get up and be cast into the sea,” 
and it would be done. What did Jesus 
mean by this?
 Charles Taylor contends that Jesus 
was talking about the great hindrances, 
the almost impossible barriers that 
would confront the apostles and others 
in the early church. Some were external; 
others had to do with internal attitudes.
 About 120 individuals were being 

asked to go out and conquer the world, 
a seemingly impossible task. They faced 
much opposition and many racial, cul-
tural, and religious obstacles. But with 
faith and the empowering of the Holy 
Spirit, they did move mountains as 
Jesus had promised.
 In his narrative study of the book 
of Acts, Taylor explores how the early 
Christians dealt with their challenges 
and how the gospel message over-
came all hindrances and moved on 
unhindered.
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In the timeless pause immediately 

following a baby’s birth, the attenders 

wait with held breaths for the wee 

one to draw her first. A lusty wail 

signals the greedy gulping and suc-

cessful filling of little lungs, and there 

is a collective sigh of glad relief.

E very first breath is an inhale: a filling, 
a receiving. And every last breath is an 
exhale: an emptying, a releasing.

 It turns out that the four days spent in the 
sacred cocoon, the grace-insulated space of my 
mother’s dying, has become my soul’s ground 
zero. 
 Everything that matters now was distilled 
there, where there was no awareness of time, 
worry or fear. In Mama’s dying place there was 
only family and love, friends and fellowship, 
gratitude and peace. 
 Mine was a front-row seat to mortal-
ity’s march on my Mama. Over the course of 
those days her respiration went from measured 
and deep to raspy and shallow until it was, in 
the stillness at the end, merely an occasional, 
dainty sipping of air. 
 Death chased Mama’s breath up from her 
feet into her mouth and, finally, out of it. At 
the last, I held in my arms the woman whose 
arms had first held me. 
 My mother had become my daughter. 
She’d given me my first bath; I gave her her 
last. She’d brought me home from a hospital; 
I walked her Home from a hospital. She’d 
released me to live; I released her to die.
 It is the way of life: roles reverse, seasons 
change, time’s river rolls forever along with 
little fanfare or flash. “There is a time for every 
purpose under heaven: a time to be born, and a 

time to die” (Eccl.3:1-2a).
 Every first breath is an inhale. And every 
last breath is an exhale. 
 And every breath in between — every 
cycle of inspiration and expiration, of oxygen 
received and released, of filling and emptying 
of lungs — is a reminder to welcome what’s 
coming and to let go of what’s gone. We receive 
to release, and we release to receive.
 The rhythm of respiration is the rhythm 
of life. And the art of life is just to keep 
breathing through the receive-release rhythm. 
Refusing to release 
obstructs the reception of 
fresh intake, and respira-
tion is arrested: indeed, 
life is suffocated.
 We’ve all seen it: 
parents who refuse to let 
go of grown children, 
thereby crippling the 
development of dignity 
and independence; grudges that are allowed to 
ferment rather than be forgiven; accomplish-
ments that are lauded but never re-imagined as 
launching pads; roles that are not relinquished, 
preventing fresh voices from contributing to 
the conversation; losses that are allowed to 
define rather than, in time, become fertilizer 
for new growth, hope, ministry compassion. 
 During Mama’s dying time my husband 
brought a mattress into her room so that I 
could rest and still be close. Early in the morn-
ing of her death day, Mike lay beside me on 
that mattress, holding me as we listened for 
changes in Mama’s breathing. 
 The three feet of open space between the 
mattress and her hospital bed reminded me of 
the gulf ever expanding between us. A wave of 
panic hit, consuming me with the urge to cross 
the divide and rescue Mama and myself from 
the inevitable; to hold fast against letting go. 

 Rising from the warmth of my husband’s 
arms, I crawled in mother’s bed and cradled 
her cool, stiffening frame. Maybe I thought 
I could go with her, or at least find a way to 
bring her back. 
 But the divide was ever widening and 
would, painfully soon, be uncrossable. 
Reluctantly I released her, and moved back to 
the mattress where I spooned with Mike while 
crying my eyes out. I chose to cling to my liv-
ing husband rather my dying Mama; chose to 
be embraced by my future rather than stub-
bornly clutching to a fast-fading present.
 Mama would have approved, for it was she 
who’d spent the respirations of her life teaching 
me when and how to release what could not be 
held. My mother understood: loss is not only 
the way of life; it is also the way to life.
 Early January provides a calendared pause 
between the expiration of the old year and 
the inception of the new one, an opportunity 
to reflect upon and then, perhaps, gently and 
gratefully liberate a role, identity, loved one, 
long-cherished notion, assumption of right-
ness, wound, or way of life that no longer 
works. 
 The pause of January provides a moment 
for excruciatingly intentional finger-prying 
and fist-unclenching in order to produce hands 
finally fully opened and exquisitely softened to 
receive the seeds of what’s next from the One 
who never releases the grip on us. 
 Breathe in; breathe out. Receive; release. 
And may every respiration cycle of the new 
year be an inhale of trust and an exhale of 
thanksgiving.

—Haven Parrott lives in Anderson, S.C.,  
where she and her husband, Mike, will soon 

open a barbecue restaurant. She formerly  
served as minister of spiritual formation at  

First Baptist Church of Kannapolis, N.C.

'UESTЉ#OMMENTARY
By Haven Parrott

To welcome what’s coming,
to let go of what’s gone

“At the last, I held in my arms the woman whose arms had first held me.”
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#PSO�JO������JO�,JOEFSIPPL�/�:��
.BSUJO�7BO�#VSFO�FOUFSFE�B�TIFMUFSFE�
XPSME�JO�B�%VUDI�IPVTFIPME�JO�B�TNBMM�
%VUDI�WJMMBHF��-FBSOJOH�&OHMJTI�BT�
B�TFDPOE�MBOHVBHF�UIF�ZPVOH�CPZ�
attended the village schoolhouse and 
sometimes worshiped with his family 
JO�UIF�DPNNVOJUZ�DPOHSFHBUJPO�UIF�
%VUDI�3FGPSNFE�$IVSDI�

H is father, a farmer, inn owner and 
slave owner, fought in the American 
Revolution and afterward served in 

local politics and government, his sentiments 
those of a Jeffersonian Republican. 
 Young Martin, evidencing little if any 
interest in religion or farming, turned toward 
law, beginning his studies at the age of 14 
under a local attorney. Upon the advice of his 
tutor he cultivated fine taste in clothing, a 
helpful trait in business and politics. 
 His political leanings gravitated toward 
Democratic-Republicans, and at the age of 
20 he moved to New York City to finish his 
law internship. Admitted to the bar in 1803, 
four years later he married Hannah Hoes, his 
childhood sweetheart and first cousin once-
removed. The couple raised five children. 
 A lucrative law practice and good connec-
tions led to state politics and service in the state 
Senate from 1812 to 1820. During this time the 
5’ 6” Van Buren engaged with “machine politics” 
and became known as the “Little Magician” for 
exploiting the “spoils system.” Slavery emerged 
as a nationally divisive issue during this time, 
and Van Buren opposed the admission of 
Missouri into the Union as a slave state.
 National politics came next with his 
election to the U.S. Senate in 1821, and re-
election in 1827. Allying with Andrew Jackson, 
Van Buren worked to garner support for the 

Tennessean in the North. Immensely popular 
in his home state of New York, the senator 
in 1828 ran for governor in an effort to help 
Jackson win the state. 
 Van Buren won the governorship, Jackson 
the presidency, the latter the first Democrat 
to hold office. Following three months in the 
governor’s mansion, Van Buren resigned to 
accept the position of secretary of state in the 
first Jackson administration, thereafter serving 
as vice president during Jackson’s second term.
 Positioned as Jackson’s successor in the 
1836 presidential election, Van Buren, long 
ambivalent regarding slavery yet ever politically 
adept, courted Southern votes by voicing oppo-
sition to abolition. With Southern support he 
easily defeated four Whig Party candidates, 
becoming the first president with no personal 
memory of the American Revolution. 
 Recognizing the milestone he represented, 
the new president in his inaugural address 
declared: “Unlike all who have preceded me, 
the Revolution that gave us existence as one 
people was achieved at the period of my birth; 
and whilst I contemplate with grateful rever-
ence that memorable event, I feel that I belong 
to a later age and that I may not expect my 

countrymen to weigh my actions with the 
same kind and partial hand.” 
 In the same address Van Buren touched 
on religion, a subject largely foreign to him. 
Recognizing that many citizens expected a 
reference to religion, he obliged, albeit ever so 
lightly in his closing comment:

Beyond that [the justice and kindness 
of country] I only look to the gra-
cious protection of the Divine Being 
whose strengthening support I hum-
bly solicit, and whom I fervently pray 
to look down upon us all. May it be 
among the dispensations of His prov-
idence to bless our beloved country 
with honors and with length of days. 
May her ways be ways of pleasantness 
and all her paths be peace.

Retaining all but one of Jackson’s cabinet 
members, the new president’s prospects looked 
bright. Within weeks, however, an unexpected 
financial panic swept across the nation. Banks 
collapsed, businesses failed, and unemploy-
ment soared as high as 25 percent in some 
locales. A divided Congress and inadequate 

ƋƢЉƋƛƞƌƎЉƐƘƞƛƕƎƢ

EDITOR’S NOTE: This is the eighth in a series of articles by historian Bruce Gourley on the religious faith of U.S. presidents. Gourley is online editor and 
contributing writer for Baptists Today and executive director of the Baptist History & Heritage Society. His latest book, Baptists and the American Civil War: 
Crucible of Faith and Freedom, a compilation of articles from the recent series on Baptists and the American Civil War, is now available from Nurturing Faith. 

Religion and the American Presidents

Martin Van Buren (1837-1841)
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financial safeguards protracted a deep depres-
sion, but the public blamed the president. 
 Apart from economic travails, Van Buren 
gamely continued Jackson’s policies. Perhaps 
most notably, he executed his predecessor’s 
plans for removing southeastern Indian tribes 
to Oklahoma territory, and continued the 
Second Seminole War in Florida. 
 Personally opposed to slavery, he none-
theless deemed it constitutionally fixed and 
politically toxic, and thus resisted mounting abo-
litionist calls to interfere with the practice in the 
Southern states and abolish the D.C. slave trade. 
 Although fervent Christian convictions 
growing out of the Second Great Awakening 
fueled the abolitionist movement, Van Buren’s 
back-and-forth regarding slavery remained a 
matter of politics rather than faith or morals. 
 Rarely turning to religious language or 
imagery, in his annual address to Congress in 
1838 he nodded to religious freedom, noting 
that in America “All forms of religion have 
united for the first time to diffuse char-
ity and piety, because for the first time in 

the history of nations all have been totally 
untrammeled and absolutely free.” 
 Van Buren’s vice-president, Kentuckian 
and Baptist layman Richard M. Johnson, 
embodied religious liberty. Earlier in the 
decade as a congressman and U. S. Postmaster 
General, Johnson, allied with the nation’s 
Baptist leaders, successfully rebuffed a cam-
paign by conservative Christians to transform, 
in their minds, the secular government into a 
Christian nation by forcing Congress to declare 
the Christian Sabbath a holy day.
 Otherwise, religion rarely emerged during 
Van Buren’s presidency. Instead, the flounder-
ing economy consumed the president, mocked 
by his critics as “Martin Van Ruin.” Defeated 
in his attempt to win a second presidential 
term, Van Buren afterward declared “As to the 
presidency, the two happiest days of my life 
were those of my entrance upon the office and 
my surrender of it.”
 Returning to his hometown of Kinderhook, 
the former president remained a part of the 
nation’s political scene. A campaign for the 

presidency in 1844 ended in failure as Van Buren, 
increasingly more vocal in his anti-slavery views, 
mustered no support from the Southern states. 
 An 1848 nomination for the presidency 
by the abolitionist Free Soil Party garnered 
no electoral votes. While many abolitionist 
Democrats defected to the upstart Republican 
Party in the 1850s, Van Buren held to his 
views but remained Democratic. Opposed to 
Southern secession in 1860, when the Civil 
War began he publicly threw his support to the 
Union and, finally, to Abraham Lincoln and 
the Republican Party. 
 Throughout his life in public and private, 
including in his autobiography, Martin Van 
Buren rarely referred to God, and never in a 
personal manner. At his estate in Kinderhook, 
Van Buren died of bronchial complications 
on July 24, 1862, six months prior to the 
Emancipation Proclamation. 
 His burial in the cemetery of the Dutch 
Reformed Church of his childhood brought to 
a close the life of a man and a politician largely 
void of religious influence. "4

Good reading

nurturingfaith.net

The 150th anniversary of the American Civil War provides a grand 
opportunity to consider precisely what Baptists — North and South 
— were saying from their pulpits, in the press, and through official 

resolutions from that time. Bruce Gourley brings such perspectives to life 
by making good use of careful and significant research, creatively taking a 
chronological approach using primary sources. 
 He highlights the role of various kinds of Baptists, for example: Robert 
Smalls, Thomas Hill Watts, Basil Manly Sr., 
Gov. Joseph Brown, Gov. Sam Houston, Isaac Taylor
 Tichenor, Crawford H. Toy, and Frank and Jesse James
 — most of whom went on to great prominence in politics,
 religion or education.
 Gourley’s firsthand accounts of how Baptists on both sides
 sought and claimed divine favor and righteousness provide lessons as 
plentiful as the statues and markers that dot the many battlefields where the 
devastation has given way to peaceful fields and quiet woodlands.
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bearing the Nurturing Faith imprint 
IBWF�CFFO�QVCMJTIFE�TJODF������XJUI�
many more moving through the  
innovative process.

I t all started with a casual conversation over 
coffee — surrounded by books at a Barnes 
& Noble store in 2012. 

PLAN EMERGES
David Cassady of Faithlab, a creative services 
firm that works closely with congregations, 
and John Pierce, executive editor of Baptists 
Today news journal, were discussing the emerg-
ing trends and fast-changing technology in the 
publishing industry. 
 It dawned on them that, together, their 
organizations had the highly experienced per-
sonnel in every area needed for innovative book 
publishing. That discussion quickly became a 
plan — first sketched out on a napkin. 
 After seeking counsel from Mercer 
University Chancellor Kirby Godsey, a longtime 
director and supporter of Baptists Today, the 
plan was presented to an attorney who advised 
them to form a subsidiary for this purpose. 
 In September 2013 the Board of Directors 
of Baptists Today, Inc., approved the proposal 
that would lead to publishing books and other 
resources under the Nurturing Faith brand — 
for which they acquired a trademark. 

 Already, the Nurturing Faith Bible Studies 
by Tony Cartledge were appearing in Baptists 
Today. It was a name destined to grow.

UNIQUE APPROACH
“The innovative approach to book publishing 
taken by Nurturing Faith avoids some of the 
limitations and pitfalls of traditional publish-
ing,” said Cassady, who has spent his career in 
publishing and Christian education. 
 In just a few years, the nonstop venture 
has published a variety of books — including 
devotionals, autobiographies, fiction, Bible 
studies, theological reflections, congregational 
health, histories, worship, humor, leadership 
and Christian education — available in print 
or as digital downloads at nurturingfaith.net.

 “Since our process is largely focused on 
editing and design rather than on printing and 
warehousing thousands of copies, niche books 
that would otherwise not likely be published 
are made available to readers, widening the dis-
course around matters of faith,” David added. 
 One of the first and most popular books 
published by Nurturing Faith was Lynelle 
Mason’s remarkable autobiography, Tarnished 
Haloes, Open Hearts. Her youth-oriented, his-
torical novel, Behind Enemy Lines, was released 
this year and another work of fiction, Where 
the Rabbits Dance, will be released in 2016.
 “I find them to be trustworthy, reliable 
and helpful,” said Lynelle. “They patiently see 
you through the final editing process and assist 
in a variety of ways in marketing your books.  
I love the Nurturing Faith staff!”

Innovative Approach
Publishing venture keeps rolling

out books and resources
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AUTHOR FRIENDLY
Treating authors as valued and respected par-
ticipants in the publishing process is a mark 
of Nurturing Faith, said both authors and 
editors.
 “My experience with Nurturing Faith 
has been better than I had ever anticipated,” 
said Carol Boseman Taylor of Rocky Mount, 
N.C., author of I Promise. Rejoice!
 “From the first moment they got my 
draft, I felt as if I had a partner in this pub-
lishing effort,” added Carol. “They were 
responsive and more than helpful… I am so 
pleased.”
 Julia Ledford, author of Savoring the 
Sacred, the Real, and the True, said she 
learned about Nurturing Faith Publishing 
from Jim Dant, pastor of First Baptist 
Church of Greenville, S.C.
 “One of the special blessings in my life 
has been the connection with Nurturing 
Faith publishers,” said Julia. “From the 
beginning and throughout the publishing 
process, they were patient, caring and profes-
sional. I have appreciated their publishing 
approach that brought my work to light.”
 Lex Horton, also a longtime publisher 
and Christian educator, handles author rela-
tions to keep the communication lines open 
and to ensure a superb final product.
 “From authors to the organizations that 
sponsor good writing, the Nurturing Faith 
experience is driven by deep thinkers and 
dedicated servants,” said Lex. “We’re better 
because of them.”

COLLABORATION
Books have been published in collabora-
tion with partnering organizations including 
the Cooperative Baptist Fellowship, the 
Cooperative Baptist Fellowship of North 
Carolina and the Baptist Joint Committee for 
Religious Liberty. A history, in collaboration 
with the Alliance of Baptists, will be out soon. 
 Also, Nurturing Faith is publish-
ing resources for spiritual development in 

collaboration with the Cooperative Baptist 
Fellowship.
 Recently, Nurturing Faith published 
William E. Hull’s final book, Conservatism 
and Liberalism in the Christian Faith: Toward 
a Moderate Approach, with support of the 
Hull family and Mountain Brook Baptist 
Church in Birmingham, Ala.
 Other sponsorships — from Bob and 
Pat Barker and the Bob Barker Company, 
and Gene and Linda Pleasants — have 
enabled the publication of Tony Cartledge’s 
ongoing Nurturing Faith Bible Studies Series.
 Many individual sponsors made pos-
sible the publication of Bruce Gourley’s book 
on the American Civil War, titled Crucible 
of Faith & Freedom, and Randall Lolley’s 
collection of sermons, titled Journey With 
Me: Redemptive Threads Woven Through the 
Bible, released in December 2015.

LOOKING AHEAD
“We are so pleased by the excellent response 
to our Nurturing Faith publishing venture,” 
said publisher John Pierce. “We have a great 
team of editors and designers, and we have 
built-in marketing to give these books the 
visibility they deserve.”
 Nurturing Faith, he said, is expanding 
into publishing attractive, tabletop quality 
local church histories with the first one — on 
the First Baptist Church of Griffin, Ga. — 
nearing completion. 
 Whatever the title or topic, Nurturing 
Faith books is focused on providing intel-
ligent, reflective, and challenging books 
and resources that address issues of spiritual 
growth and understanding.
 “Responses from our growing audience 
of readers,” said Cassady, “confirms that 
the thoughtful voices of Nurturing Faith 
authors are making a difference in lives and 
churches.” "4

Editor’s note: Nurturing Faith, Inc. is a wholly 
owned subsidiary of the publishing ministry 
Baptists Today, Inc.
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for what I want to say. I’m out of sorts 
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prayer just won’t do. 

Then there is the day-by-day puzzling 
over the meaning of life. Bad things 
keep happening, and once again I’m not 

sure why I’m here or what I should be doing 
with my life. When I find myself in that place, 
reading the prayers of others helps me. 
 Encountering God in the Prayers of Others 
is a wonderful source of prayers written by 
Christians across the centuries. It is a collection 
of the favorite prayers of seven Baptist ministers. 
 Among the ancient prayers are some 
from Ephraim the Syrian, St. Patrick and St. 
Augustine. There are words from the Book of 
Common Prayer and the monastic orders. 
 American hymn writers and poets such as 
John Greenleaf Whittier and Georgia Harkness 
are included. There are verses from the great 
British poets John Donne and George Herbert. 
 Readers will discover selections from 
Reinhold Niebuhr, John Henry Newman, 
Howard Thurman, Søren Kierkegaard, Anne 
Lamott, Mark Twain, D.L. Moody, Robert 
Frost, Peter Marshall and C. S. Lewis as well. 
Included are interesting historical tidbits about 
the authors of the chosen prayers and the 
period in which they were written. 
 Paul Basden is the editor of the book and 
one of the authors. The other contributors 
are R. LaMon Brown, Brad Creed, Gary Furr, 
Fisher Humphreys, Dwight A. Moody and 
Richard Francis Wilson. They are members of 
The Trinity Group, begun in 1990 to read and 
discuss Christian theology. 
 The name reveals the importance to them 
of the Trinitarian understanding of God. Over 
the past 25 years the group has continued to 
meet. 

 The initial idea of reading and discussing 
theology broadened to include consideration of 
theology’s implications for church life, educa-
tional institutions and personal matters. This 
volume focuses on the discipline of prayer as 
a part of the life of all who try to think about 
God and follow the way of his son Jesus with 
the help of the Holy Spirit. 
 It was written out of the desire of the 
authors to commend the practice of letting 
the prayers of others help us as we continue to 
learn to pray. 
 For many with roots in the Free Church 
tradition, the idea of praying another person’s 
prayer doesn’t seem right. The editor addresses 
this concern in the introduction by pointing 
out that we regularly pray the Psalms, pick-
ing up on the words and phrases that fit our 
particular needs on that day and passing over 
the words that are less meaningful to us. In the 
same way we can read the prayers of others, 
and as God leads we can latch on to the parts 
that attract us.
 Accompanying each prayer is an auto- 

biographical essay in which the author explains 
why that prayer is important to him. These 
essays are mostly stories. 
 They are a broad mix of thought-provok-
ing, funny, winsome, heartbreaking and wise 
words about the incongruities of living as a 
follower of Jesus. You will find yourself smiling 
and nodding in approval at the rich connec-
tions and artistic images described by these 
authors. 
 You will be troubled by some of them. 
Not all prayers are comfortable. Some remind 
us to pay attention and not pray in self- 
righteous ways or let our prayers become weapons. 
 It can be hard to wrap your mind around 
some of the essays. But in the end you will find 
yourself identifying with the writers in their 
joy and in their pain.
 Encountering God in the Prayers of Others 
is available from Amazon, Parson’s Porch 
Books and elsewhere. A three-hour audiobook 
is also available at Amazon. 
 Nancy McLemore Womble, a professional 
voice-over artist, is the narrator. She gives a 
brief biographical description of the writers 
before they read their chosen prayers and per-
sonal essays. So you hear the authors’ words in 
their own voices. 
 I downloaded the book to my phone and 
listen while I walk. There are 53 short tracks, 
and it’s easy to listen to as many as you would 
like and then pick back up another day. 
 Although the seven authors have earned 
doctorates in theology, New Testament or 
church history, this is not an academic book. 
It is very readable, but that does not mean it 
is an “easy” book. They write honestly about 
their personal experiences and struggles to 
understand life. In the end, however, they find 
a world and life filled with promise and beauty 
— made so in great part because of the hope 
found in praying the prayers of others. "4

—Cynthia Wise Mitchell lives in  
Birmingham and Alpine, Ala., and is a 

member of Alpine Baptist Church.

Prayers of others helpful in
continuing to learn to pray
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Ephesians: Upward Faith (8 lessons) 
Psalming the Blues: At the Intersection of Pain and Praise (7 lessons)
A Place for Praise: Ancient Psalms for Modern Times (8 lessons)
And coming soon (pun intended): What Revelation Really Reveals
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F rom a loving but colorful family, 
Howard Holder Williams Jr. 
thrived in the carefree days spent 

visiting grandparents in Shake Rag, 
Miss. It was there that he learned at an 
early age the value of a story well told, as 
evidenced in this collection of inspira-
tional remembrances from simpler times 
that remind us to celebrate the little 
things in life and to love one another 
while doing so.
 A gifted writer and minister, 

Howard died in 2013 at age 56. His wife 
Jana and friends at Weatherly Heights 
Baptist Church in Huntsville, Ala., where 
Howard served as minister of spiritual 
formation, made possible the publication 
of this reflective and inspiring book. 
 Howard has been described as a 
“conduit of grace” and one who demon-
strated teaching at its best. His good life 
is well remembered, and his challenging 
and encouraging words will continue to 
touch both minds and hearts.

A new release

Order now at nurturingfaith.net

FROM                       Faith BOOKS
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SHAWNEE, Kan. — Molly Marshall 
has seen and experienced remarkable 
changes in theological education dur-

ing her career that took her from the Southern 
Baptist Theological Seminary in Louisville, 
Ky., where she taught theology, to Central 
Baptist Theological Seminary in Kansas.
 After two years as a visiting professor at 
Central, she was elected professor of theol-
ogy and spiritual formation in 1997 — and 
then in 2005 as president of the more than a 
century-old seminary. Recently she was feted 
for a decade of leadership during which time 
significant changes have occurred.
 She describes Central as “a hospitable, 
diverse and progressive seminary” that seeks to 
become “the most creative and effective expres-
sion of leadership development for ministry 
locally and globally.”
 At this juncture in her leadership as presi-
dent, Marshall was asked by Editor John Pierce 
to reflect upon experiences of the past and to 
consider the possibilities ahead in theological 
education and congregational ministry. 

BT: What are the three biggest changes at 
Central since you became president, and 
what has resulted from these changes?

MM: The three biggest changes are: a new 
location, accessible delivery and innovative 
curriculum. 
 We moved the seminary in 2006 to a 
vibrant new location (in Shawnee, Kan.) that is 
much better suited for faculty and learners. We 
changed the schedule for classes and developed 
nine new sites for face-to-face classes, as well as 
technologically enhanced classes.
 And we have developed curriculum that 
is competency-based, entrepreneurial, and 
focused on leadership development.

BT: How is a current seminary student’s expe-
rience di!erent from your own experience as 
a seminarian?

MM: My experience as an M.Div. student 
(shortly after the earth cooled) was residential, 

with a full week of classes, and given to “mas-
tering the body of divinity” more than focused 
on the practice of ministry. 
 At that time, we did not see the cultural 
marginalization of churches and [we] thought 
that full-time, lifetime employment was the 
calculus. 
 We now know that the economics of min-
istry are very different, and it is getting more 
difficult for the minister and congregation to 
afford each other.

BT: What’s the “next thing” calling for your 
attention?

MM: The next thing calling for my atten-
tion is long-term financial sustainability for 
Central. I believe this is possible as we articu-
late a compelling and relevant sense of mission 
for the seminary. 
 Part of what claims me at this point is the 
need to prepare ministers for the kind of inter-
cultural and interfaith work our religiously 
plural world requires. Cultivating respect for 
the lived religion of others is essential. 

BT: Theologically, what does the church and 
its ministers need to be grappling with now?

MM: Churches and ministers must engage 
their contexts in creative ways. 
 What needs doing in their particular 
community that is left undone? 
 What are the rising needs that only 
their congregation can address? 
 How can facilities be deployed as com-
munity hubs rather than insular fortresses? 
 When churches show real hospitality to 
immigrant communities, a renewed sense of 
mission and relevance can occur. Being self-
protective ensures dwindling significance, 
and it denies the urgency of what faith com-
munities can offer on the social landscape.
 A richer liturgical life will provide for 
the sacramental hunger so many express; 
longing for transcendence in our worship is 
rampant. 
 Engaging current issues like care for 
creation, welcoming sexual minorities, and 
non-violent practices will enhance the wit-
ness of congregations. "4

“Part of what claims me at this point is the need to prepare  
ministers for the kind of intercultural and interfaith work our  

religiously plural world requires.”

ƋƢЉƓƘƑƗЉƍ�ЉƙƒƎƛƌƎ

with theologian Molly Marshall
Q&A
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THE GREATER GIFT
Jennifer Kinard Wylie

“All of us who recognize the authority of 
God upon our lives, and choose to live 
under it, have experiences worth sharing. 
They are like pathways that help to lead 
others safely across the pitfalls of life. In 
this way, our lives are like bridges, and, 
when we share them and the things that 
God has taught us through them, we are 
like bridge builders.” With these words, 
Jennifer Wylie, introduces readers to her  
personal story of servant leadership.

FROM ZION TO ATLANTA: MEMOIRS
Walker L. Knight

A religious journalist for five decades, 
Walker L. Knight calmly articulated a mes-
sage of missions ministry that focused 
on grace, compassion, inclusion, and 
reconciliation. When he saw racism and 
other troubling issues at play in Baptist 
life, he addressed them. Walker set a new 
standard for denominational journalism 
by repeatedly devoting entire editions of 
Home Missions magazine to specific issues that impacted the 
context for missions. Walker advanced civil rights without 
belligerence.

GROWING A JOYOUS CHURCH
Charles Richardson Roberts
Christian fellowship is built upon a cov-
enant relationship with God, the lordship 
of Jesus Christ, and the indwelling pres-
ence of the Holy Spirit. These basic tenets 
of the faith play a vital role in “growing a 
joyous church,” as evidenced in this Bible 
study for use by individuals or groups.

THE PULPIT MINISTRY OF THE PASTORS 
OF RIVER ROAD CHURCH, BAPTIST,  
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA
William Powell Tuck, ed.

River Road Church has a storied history 
of pastoral leadership, as evidenced in this 
volume of sermons preached by five pas-
tors spanning almost seven decades. Each 
preacher brought different gifts of preach-
ing, management styles, craftsmanship 
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 I see in our congregations and in our 
denomination ways in which diversity is lived 
out well. We have a church in Newark, N.J., 
that has 35 nationalities present in that wor-
shipping congregation — and they have made 
it work. 
 My older son Ethan and his wife Urbi — 
she’s African American — are going to Calvary 
Baptist Church in Clifton, N.J., which is an 
international congregation. Not huge, but peo-
ple from Romania, a lot of Filipinos, African 
Americans and Euro-Americans. It’s a great 
place for them and for our grandson. 
 So diversity is possible, but it takes a lot 
of grace. It takes the ability to step back from 
one’s own culture and presuppositions and ask 
questions about the other’s perspective.
 One learning moment for me came when 
I was the Area Minister in New Jersey. A good 
friend on the board is an African-American 
woman. We were talking about our two teen-
age boys coming up to the age when they were 
getting their driver’s licenses.
  We were talking about insurance rates 
going through the roof and all. Then she started 
talking about what she had to tell her son as a 
young, black teenager in New Jersey in order to 
protect himself if pulled over by the police. 
 She was just sharing; she wasn’t being 
bombastic or anything. This was just life for 
her, and she was talking about what she was 
telling her son. 
 I said, “Loretta, I’ve never thought of hav-
ing to say any of that to my boy.” That’s when 
you begin to ask: What does reality look like 
from that person’s position? 
 You can live into an intercultural, mul-
ticultural setting because you have new eyes 
and new sensitivities. We primarily live paral-
lel lives in our culture, but there are places for 
deep friendships across race and other divisions 
in our culture.
 When I talk with seminarians I say: First, 
you need some training in being in a multi- 
cultural world because that is the world in 
which we live. The second is interfaith. We live 
in a religiously plural country. Having interfaith 
sensitivities is needed — knowing people of 
other faiths so we can easily make friends of 
them. 
 So, I think diversity is possible. We’re see-
ing it lived out in congregations and in ABC 
life. It’s a struggle at times. People don’t see 
eye to eye within congregations and certainly 
not within denominations. But I find when 
people are filled with grace, and live into mercy 
toward others, it’s a huge step.

BT: Earlier you talked about participating in 
a gathering in Rome, and recently I saw your 
photo with the pope. What were those experi-
ences like?

RM: It was a great honor to represent the 
Baptist World Alliance in that setting, and 
we were accorded the privilege of having a 
fraternal delegate at the Synod on the Family 
because of the Roman Catholic-Baptist dia-
logues that BWA sponsors. 
 As fraternal delegates, we were allowed to 
be in the plenary sessions but [have] no voice 
and no vote — except we were each given a 
three-minute moment to speak in the plenary 
small groups. 

 We had full access to the conversation. As 
we were going through the document, there 
were places where I said: “I think there’s some-
thing missing here,” or in one place I said I 
was upset about the way they were referring to 
Protestants. They asked that I suggest a change. 
 I said, “Take it out” — and they took 
it out. I found that there was great respect 
accorded to me.
 At some of these conversations, not so 
much with the Cardinals but others there, 
we’d be talking about something and I’d give 
my perspective. And they’d say, “I could be 
a Baptist.” There was a great deal of interest 
and, I think, appreciation for our perspective 
in some of the items they were talking about. 
 I came away deeply grateful for the minis-
try of Francis. He is breathing a breath of fresh 
air into the Roman Catholic Church —  
a breath of mercy that is much needed not only 
in the Roman Catholic Church, but the church 
at large.
  He is working very hard to reposition 
the [Catholic] church away from privilege and 
power and toward being a servant church. 
In that, there is a lot in common between 
his spirit and the spirit that is present in the 
Baptist community, and I’m really grateful for 
him and for his leadership in this way. 
 I was in Argentina a couple of years ago 

to speak to Argentinian Baptists right after he 
had been elected. They had such good words 
to say about him from their experience. He has 
continued that openness, that humility, that 
emphasis on the church being a community 
of servants and a place that lives grace. I think 
that’s important for all of us.

BT: Your willingness to serve as chair of the 
National Council of Churches suggests you 
value ecumenical cooperation. Why is that 
important to you?

RM: I grew up with Methodists and Pentecostals 
and other good friends who were following Jesus 
just as I was. So I’ve always understood that 
Baptists weren’t the only Christians. 
 The last prayer our Savior prayed before 
he was crucified was that we might be one. 
That’s pretty serious stuff. 
 So when I was a local pastor I worked 
with other pastors in our community. When 
I was serving in New Jersey in several capaci-
ties, I worked with different expressions of the 
Christian faith to tackle issues we were facing 
there.
 Unity isn’t something we create. God has 
created unity in the forming of the church. 
It’s divisions we create, and it’s our task to try 
to bring down those divisions. I know a lot of 
people start talking about a world church as 
though there is something heinous about that.
 The thing that I’ve found in the ecumeni-
cal movement is that it creates an appreciation 
for the gifts and emphases that various expres-
sions of the Christian body offer to one 
another. My wife is a Lutheran pastor, and I 
have found in the Lutheran tradition things 
that have deepened my faith. 
 We have American Baptists going on per-
sonal spiritual retreats that are looking at older 
forms of spirituality. When I was in Rome, one 
item in the document they were writing was 
about the importance of family worship. In 
Baptist life we would have talked about that in 
earlier years as having a family altar.
 The strong emphasis I found in the meet-
ing in Rome around scripture is a gift we gave 
to the Roman Catholic Church — not just 
Baptists, but as Protestants in general. The 
emphasis on Holy Scripture is taking on a new 
prominence in the Roman Catholic Church. 
 At the same time we are drawing from 
them some older forms of spiritual practices 
that can enhance our lives as Baptists. With 
our United Methodist friends, we are looking 
at the strong emphasis on putting people in 
small groups for forming communities. 
 Our Pentecostal brothers and sisters 
emphasize the work of the Spirit — not just 
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personally, but in the life of the church. I hear 
more and more in mainline Protestant circles 
an emphasis on the work of the Spirit. I think 
all of those are ways in which we enhance one 
another and learn from each other. 
 At times we are able to speak with a com-
mon voice. Here in the U.S., the National 
Association of Evangelicals, the Catholic 
Bishops in the U.S. and the National Council 
of Churches have all made statements on pov-
erty and immigration. There’s not a dime’s 
worth of difference between any of them.
  There is a sense of the Spirit pulling us 
together on some of those issues we face. It is 
another expression of an ecumenical spirit of 
saying we can live and work with one another, 
respecting differences but also knowing those 
differences are not as great as the unity that’s 
given us because we confess Jesus as Lord.

BT: Your long tenure with American Baptists 
suggests you have not given up on denomina-
tionalism. What do you see as the benefits of 
denominational identity and cooperation?

RM: Fred Rogers was once asked what he had 
learned about children, of most importance, dur-
ing his years with Mister Rogers’ Neighborhood. 
He said: “Children long to belong.” 

 I think that’s present within us not just 
as children. It is an expression of the fact 
that we’re created in the image of God and 
the nature of God is Trinitarian — so there’s 
community within the life of the Godhead, 
and that community is to be lived out in the 
expression of the church as well.
 That means an independent church of any 
type is an oxymoron. There is no such thing in 
the New Testament as an independent church. 
So finding ways in which we give expression 
to that organic unity is important, and I think 
denominations do that. 
 Being part of a larger family gives an 
opportunity to stretch in ways that one would 
not have been stretched before and to intro-
duce new understandings of what it means to 
be a faithful follower of Jesus. 
 As Baptists, we’ve always said we join 
together to do things we can do together bet-
ter. The mission work that we do is incredibly 
important, but I don’t think that’s the only 
reason. I get upset with Baptists when they cite 
that as the only reason we live in community 
as congregations — because I don’t think that’s 
good New Testament ecclesiology. It is one 
aspect of how living in community with other 
congregations strengthens our witness within 

the life of the world. 
 Early Baptists met on a regular basis to 
support one another and to assist in develop-
ing common mission strategies for their own 
areas where churches needed to be started. All 
that was common thinking among Baptists, 
and it would enhance our life if we came back 
to more of a sense of common life together. It’s 
really important for individual churches to be 
embedded in a larger community of faith.

BT: During your time as General Secretary, 
there have been significant social changes 
that have impacted and continue to impact 
churches and denominational groups 
— including the growing acceptance of same-
sex relationships, the rise of the “nones” and 
“dones,” the growing threat of religiously 
motivated terrorism and more. How do you 
think American Christians, and Baptists in 
particular, are doing in the midst of such dras-
tic change and the challenges they bring? 

RM: It’s the question of our day, isn’t it? What 
is the future of the church and local congre-
gations in a culture that is shifting and has 
shifted so much?

CONTINUED ON PAGE 38
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 First, I believe there is power in the 
gospel to change lives and that as the church 
continues to give witness to that gospel, it will 
continue to attract people and will continue to 
change people. But congregations are going to 
have to be willing to change as well. 
 Baptists have never stood for an estab-
lished church, but we have benefitted like 
every church in America from what was seen as 
being the Christian culture. We don’t have that 
crutch to stand on any longer.
 I preached at Prairie Baptist Church 
in Kansas City, Kan., recently and said that 
churches can make an impact when there are 
three critical things present. 
 One is worship that is transformative 
— not just entertainment. I made a modest 
proposition that in the narthex of every church 
we put up a sign that says: “Warning! Danger 
ahead! You will be changed by being here.”
  Life for the 12 disciples wasn’t easy with 
Jesus. He was always pushing them, stretching 
them, challenging their understanding of what 
God was up to. He blew open their narrow 
vision of what this Messiah was to be and do. 
 I think God does the same thing to us … 
as we worship today. The goal of worship is to 
reform us and recast us — to reconvert us to 
Jesus each time we enter worship. 
 Second, community is essential. Because 
of the emphasis on the individual, we Baptists 
can have a hyper-individualist view of the life 
of the church. It’s like, “I’m here as an indi-
vidual believer and I’ll stay as long as it tickles 
my fancy.” 
 But we grow in our capacity to follow 
Jesus because the church lives his life into us. 
That’s what happened to me as a boy growing 
up in a congregation and is still what happens 
to me today: people live Jesus into me. Having 
a sense of community where we belong and are 
integrally involved in assisting others is really 
important. 
 And, third, congregations understand they 
exist for the healing of the world through the 
love of God. As a friend of mine put it, “We 
are privileged to serve as Christians.” 
 I’ve been preaching in ABC life for the 
past couple of years that the church cannot live 
as a gated community. We have to be open to 
those who are pressed to the very margins of 
life, and it makes church life messy.
  One of the challenges in our churches is 
to be willing to live with the messiness because 
Jesus still invites sinners to his table. 

BT: Church and denominational leadership 
can be draining. How do you refuel your  
spiritual tank?

RM: I’m a member of a local congregation. They 
don’t see me a whole lot, but they’re still my pri-
mary community of faith. When I step into that 
sanctuary, it ministers to me in a very important 
and deep way.
 They let me just be Roy, not General 
Secretary Medley. I’m a fellow follower of 
Jesus who is looking to be fed, looking to be 
challenged, and looking for direction just like 
anybody else coming that Sunday. So I’m very 
grateful to First Baptist Freehold (N.J.) for just 
letting me be a member.

 I’ve also had a spiritual director during 
these years. I knew coming into this that we 
American Baptists, like every denomination, 
were going to run headlong into the issues of 
human sexuality, interfaith relations — all of 
those big questions. 
 I was running right toward them and 
couldn’t do that in my own strength. So I 
asked a friend to become my spiritual director. 
He asked why I had chosen him. I said because 
you lived through your young son having 
brain cancer. You navigated those very difficult 
waters, and I need somebody whose faith runs 
deep to help me. 
 He has been a wonderful gift during these 
years as we talk about the pressures that any-
one who is in church leadership faces. 
 Scripture continues to confront me in 
ways I never anticipated. I’ve been in profes-
sional ministry for 40 years and have been 
in the life of the church since I was a kid. Yet 
these same scriptures come with new meaning 
and new insights. 
 I think about those early Baptists in 
England who said that there is more light to 
break forth from scripture. That’s been true in 
my life. 

 In ABC life we have an initiative called 
“Transformed by the Spirit.” We invite people, 
individually but hopefully in groups, to take 
up a scripture passage and reflect on it with 
one another. Our ABC leadership team spent 
one year reflecting every month we met on the 
same passage: Jesus’ sending of the 70 [from 
Luke 10]. 
 Every month we would spend an hour on 
that passage, and each time something new 
would come out. So dwelling in the Word has 
been really important to me. 
 Then, just integrating into my life some 
new forms of prayer. There are times when my 
prayer is about pouring out before God. But 
learning to be still and listen for the voice of 
God has been an important part of my learn-
ing about prayer. 

BT: Can you identify two or three memorable 
moments from your time as General Secretary 
that will always stay with you?

RM: One goes back to the question you asked 
about the future of the church. I was on a red-
eye flight from Phoenix to Atlanta and, like 
every flight nowadays, it was packed. A young 
man, 20-something, took the middle seat 
beside me. I’d been working all weekend with 
churches in the Phoenix area and was worn 
out. Before the plane had gotten off the tarmac 
I was dozing.
 But I was awakened more than once by 
this young man asking for a gin and tonic. 
After awhile he was pretty socially lubricated 
and became very talkative. He began to pour 
out his life to me — a stranger. 
 He said he was arrested for drug possession 
in Utah and was on his way back home to North 
Carolina. I think he said he was 23 years old. 
 “I can’t read,” he said. “I’ve got a learning 
disability and went all the way through school 
with so much shame about not being able to 
read.”
 He said: I don’t have a job, my brother 
doesn’t have a job, and we’re just a couple 
of… He used an expression I can’t use in this 
interview. 
 A lot of the flight was spent with him 
talking like this, and then he turned the con-
versation and asked: “So what do you do?”
 I said, “You don’t want to know.” He said, 
“It can’t be that bad.” 
 I said, “I’ll tell you if you promise not to 
freak out.” He asked, “What is it?” 
 I said, “Well, I’m a Baptist minister.” He 
said, “Oh my, it is that bad.”
 Then what he said next cut me to the quick 
because he said to me: “I guess you’ve just been 
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sitting there judging me all this time.” 
 To a person who knows mercy and is sup-
posed to show mercy as a Christian, to have 
someone say their understanding of who you are 
is one who judges people when they pour out 
the brokenness of their lives — that was hard. 
 I said to him, “Son, I’ve not been judging 
you. My heart has been breaking for you.” 
 He said, “Well, what do you think, 
preacher?” 
 I said, “It’s not what I think; it’s what I 
know. What I know is that God loves you more 
than you can ever imagine and God wants to 
help get your life to a point where you can feel 
good about it.”
 We talked for the rest of the way about 
faith, about Jesus. And at one point he said to 
me: “You don’t talk like any preacher I’ve ever 
talked to before.” 
 As the plane was beginning its final 
approach, he said: “I wish I weren’t so drunk. 
I’d like to talk some more.” 
 That really drew me up short in terms 
of how so many people see us, especially as 
Baptists, as people who just stand in judgment 
rather than people who have been in a mess 
ourselves and have found forgiveness and new 
life because Jesus speaks mercy and forgiveness 
to us. I’ll never forget that moment. 

BT: That was memorable.

RM: On the other side of the scale, I’ll never 
forget being in Burma. I was the first American 
Baptist official to be able to go into the Chin 
Hills again. All of our missionaries were forced 
out in the ’60s, but [now] the church there is 
vibrant and strong and they still feel this real 
connection with us. 
 I was one of the first American Baptists 
[allowed] back into the Kachin Hills as the 
government released restrictions and allowed 
me to go there. The reception was incredible. 
At the airport in Myitkyina there were prob-
ably 3,000 people waiting to greet me. 
 As we went through the Kachin State and 
the Chin State later, in every village we would 
visit people would line the roads for literally 
miles before we would ever get to the village. 
They were there to greet us, to sing, to dance, 
to offer gifts and to welcome us. 
 At one point, we were going to a village 
and I asked the driver to stop. I wanted to 
walk among the people. As we started walk-
ing down this narrow, dirt road with people 
on both sides, people started coming up to 
me just wanting to touch my beard, wanting 
to touch my coat — any way they could make 

a connection back to American Baptists who 
sent these missionaries and had brought the 
Christian faith to them. It was an incredible 
experience. 
 Because of the conflict they’ve been 
in with the military, because of their being 
Christian and the military suppressing them, 
and the violence they’ve experienced, there was 
a lot of conversation about peace with justice. 
We met with the U.S. Ambassador, and with 
[opposition leader] Aung San Suu Kyi, and a 
number of government officials to talk about 
human rights violations and the importance of 
religious liberty in that setting. 
 As I was leaving Myitkyna, again a thou-
sand people lined up. Women were holding out 
their babies for me to touch and to bless. Young 
children were holding signs saying, “Do not for-
get us. Remember your promise to pray for us.” 
 It was heartbreaking. [I] didn’t want to get 
on the plane.

BT: When was that?

RM: This past February. I’ve been to Burma 
several times, but only with the Judson 200 
Celebration [in 2012] was I able to first go 
into the Chin State and then last February be 
allowed into the Kachin State and into the 
Southern Chin State where there has been 
some violence. So that reception was just 
incredible.
 I mentioned earlier about Lebanon. My 
experience with the Baptist community in the 
Middle East — whether in Lebanon, or with 
the Association of Baptist Churches of Israel, 
or with Palestinian Baptists — has been trans-
formative for me.
  I have seen in them a commitment as 
Christians to be a bridge of peace between Jews 
and Muslims and to offer themselves in count-
less ways in the work for peace and justice in 
the Middle East against such great odds. These 
are very small communities.
  You talk to the Palestinians and hear how 
their grandfather’s land was confiscated dur-
ing the formation of Israel and how they lost 
everything, and yet their commitment is to 
love and to work for peace. 
 You talk to someone like Alia — a 
Lebanese Baptist — and hear how her father 
was captured and killed during the Lebanese 
Civil War by Muslim militia and of her starkly 
facing a decision as to whether she would live 
forever hating those who had done this to her 
family or whether she would live in love toward 
them as Jesus loved her. She is in the forefront 
of ministering to the refugees flooding into 
Lebanon now. 

 You see people who have been abused but 
will not let that be the final word in their lives, 
but the love of Jesus will be the final word in 
their relationships to others. First, it makes you 
ashamed; that’s the first response. 
 Then it becomes such an encouragement 
as to what the love of Christ can do in your 
own life. I would say those would be three 
experiences that have been transformative  
for me.

BT: What is ahead for you after you leave the 
leadership position that has taken up so much 
of your life?

RM: Family is ahead for me, and I look for-
ward to that. When Pat and I celebrated our 
30th wedding anniversary, I said to her: “You 
know, it’s probably more like 15 years in actu-
ality for the amount of time I’m on the road.” 
 You can’t lead and sit in Valley Forge. Like 
any good pastor, you have to be out and among 
your people — and in a denominational role 
you have to be out in the world as well. So I 
want to have more time with my family; that’s 
a big thing. 
 The Baptist World Alliance has asked me 
to head up a new commission on interfaith 
relations. That will allow me to continue to 
broaden interfaith relationships with Muslims. 
 Also, I have two years left with the 
National Council of Churches as past presi-
dent, so I’ll continue as an officer as we work 
on two major issues. One is mass incarcera-
tion, and the second is peace building through 
interfaith relations. And I’ve been asked to 
write chapters in a couple of books, so I look 
forward to that. 
 Aidsand Wright-Riggins, our Home 
Mission Society director who just retired, 
said: “I look forward to not being a profes-
sional Christian.” He said he looked forward 
to engaging in the life of faith as one who will 
have more time to devote to the spiritual disci-
plines. I look forward to that too. 

BT: Journalists are to disclose any pre-existing 
relationships. So this is the disclosure ques-
tion: When I used to come to your house to 
borrow an encyclopedia or you came over to 
mine to stay with my brothers and me while 
my mother went somewhere, did you imagine 
we’d be doing this interview someday?

RM: It’s been amazing to see how two boys 
who grew up across the road from each other 
in Ringgold, Ga., how God has blessed us. 
It has been a real joy to me and, as we would 
have said, who’d have thunk it? "4
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Positivity: You might want to try it
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The annual Society of Biblical Literature 
meeting — held this past November in 
Atlanta — is always enjoyable. The days 

are long and tiring, so it’s easy to become a bit 
ill. 
 Ordinarily, I’m not a cantankerous person 
but sometimes fall victim to grousing over 
things like walking a long way to hear a paper 
with an interesting title, only to discover an 
exercise in trivia or academic gibberish. So I 
decided to see how often I could turn potential 
negative experiences into positive ones for the 
day.
 I started with a morning walk, but had 
not brought an appropriate coat for 35-degree 
weather. Instead of complaining, I just cut 
the walk short and stopped in a sunny spot to 
admire the bright yellow leaves of a ginkgo tree 
against a glorious blue sky.
 As I approached the Peachtree Center mall 
and food court, I noticed an apparently home-
less man shivering near the entrance. It was 
tempting to give him a wide berth or decline to 
meet his gaze.
 But I decided instead to say hello, and 
when he asked for money for a cup of coffee, 
I invited him inside, learned his name, and 
bought Alonzo a hot breakfast.

 Hustling on to the first meeting I had cho-
sen for the morning (Egyptology and Ancient 
Israel), I had to cross one of several narrow sky-
bridges that connect the Hyatt, Marriott and 
Hilton hotels. Traffic was clogged because sev-
eral folks had run across old friends and stopped 
in the middle of the bridge to visit. 
 Instead of getting ill, I chose to be glad for 
their happy reunion.
 I intended to eat lunch at Underground 
Atlanta but after hiking there, discovered it was 
closed. No disappointment needed, it gave me 
time to expand my walk to include Centennial 
Olympic Park, which was bustling prior to a 
Falcons game.
 Along the way, a teenaged girl approached 
me with a plastic bag full of hard candy, and 
asked for a dollar to help her earn some sort of 
talent scholarship. I could have been annoyed, 
but gave her the dollar and told her to keep the 
candy.
 By the time I got back, I had a blister on 
my right heel, but chose to be thankful that my 
new right hip allows me to walk far enough to 
earn a blister.
 Back at the conference, I was too late to get 
a seat for a fascinating session on “Ancient Near 
Eastern Iconography and the Bible.” So I stood 
in the back. 
 A large guy in front of me was hogging two 

seats and knew I was there, but never offered to 
move his jacket and bag from the empty chair 
beside him so I could sit. 
 Instead of getting ill, I took it as an oppor-
tunity to burn extra calories by standing for 
two-and-a-half hours while occasionally fitting 
in some physical therapy exercises.
 As a bonus, while standing in the back 
I could periodically check on the Duke-
Georgetown game score without giving offense.
 I made a point of getting to the 4 o’clock 
session early enough for a seat (whew!) while 
learning about Hebrew Bible, History and 
Archaeology.
 Turning lemons to lemonade is starting to 
sound monotonous, but in a rewarding sort of 
way. You might want to try it sometime. "4
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Jackie Bowen showed up at Boynton 
Baptist Church in Ringgold, Ga., in 
the summer of 1975 to work with the 

youth. The Georgia Southern student from 
the mid-state town of Perry was welcomed 
to the hills of northwest Georgia where I was 
raised.
 It was the first time we met.
 The following summer Jackie and 
I were appointed to a 12-member colle-
giate team of Georgians to work at Bambi 
Lake, a beautiful camp in Michigan. It was 
a memorable 10-week experience during 

America’s bicentennial 
celebration.
 Neither Jackie 
(now Jackie Bowen 
Riley) nor I could have 
imagined that someday 
we’d be colleagues in 
a publishing venture 
based in Macon, Ga.
 Shortly after accepting the editorship of 
Baptists Today, I was tasked with filling the 
position of managing editor. Jackie, work-
ing as book editor for Smyth & Helwys 
Publishing at the time, and I had lunch to 
recall embellished stories from our past.
 Returning to my office, I thought about 
the qualities needed in a managing editor: 
dependable, productive, cautious about details 

and knowledgeable of our audience. Yes, 
Jackie.
 That was 15 years ago, and I remain 
so pleased and grateful that she was open 
to sharing this venture. Jackie’s dedication, 
organization and eagle-eyed editing skills are 
integral to the accuracy, timeliness and quality 
of everything we publish.
 Moving into book publishing — with 
the Nurturing Faith imprint — would not 
have been so successful without Jackie’s tal-
ents and commitments. Her name does not 
appear on the books, but often her contribu-
tions are nearly as significant as the author’s.
 In everything Jackie does, she makes oth-
ers including me look better. So thanks Jackie 
for your superb contributions to Baptists 
Today/Nurturing Faith. "4

Thanks, Jackie!
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AVAILABLE NOW 
from NurturingFaith.net. For a limited 

time, get a 10% discount by entering code 
HULL10 with your order.

 
FREE STUDY/DISCUSSION GUIDE

by educator Terry Maples at 
NurturingFaith.net. 

“…The notion of believers as CONSERVATIVE or LIBERAL in 

the absolute sense that these terms are being used today 

is a 21st-century innovation. What we are dealing with 

here is nothing less than a new kind of CHRISTIAN SELF-

UNDERSTANDING unique to the contemporary era.”

—William E. Hull in his final book,  
Conservatism and Liberalism in the Christian Faith

“In this last testimony, 
out of his knowledge and 
his experience, [Bill Hull] 
accomplished a momentous 
and greatly needed clarity.”

—Novelist 
WENDELL BERRY, 

in a letter to David Hull
 

“Hull calls us to account, 
whatever our ideology 
 of theology and gospel. 
Churches and schools 
should find it a valuable 
introduction to ways of con-
fronting diverse ideas and 
thought-forms.”

—From Foreword 
by BILL J.  LEONARD

CONSERVATISM
AND LIBERALISM

in the 

CHRISTIAN

FAITH
Toward a Moderate Approach

By William E. Hull

Available now at NurturingFaith.net!

Publication of this book and 
guide made possible by the 
generosity of David Hull,     
Susan Hull Walker and the Hull 
Legacy Series Committee of 
Mountain Brook Baptist Church, 
Birmingham, Ala. 
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Season of Christmas

Jan. 3 “A Good Way to Begin”  
Psalm 147:12-20

(PE�BT�UIF�DSFBUPS�PG�BMM�UIJOHT�FWFO�UIF�OFX�ZFBS

Season of Epiphany 
(Jan. 10-Feb. 7)

THEME
*ESUS�Љ4HEЉ#URTAINЉ2ISES

�*AN�Љ����	

Jan. 10 “Of Water and Fire” 
Luke 3:15-22

Jesus’ baptism pulls back the curtain on a world-
changing ministry.

Jan. 17 “Of Water and Wine”  
John 2:1-11

Jesus’ first recorded miracle sets an important tone.

Jan. 24 “An Old Scroll and a New Mission” 
Luke 4:14-21

Jesus’ first sermon got him  
thrown out of the synagogue.

Jan. 31 “A New Prophet and an  
Old Response”  
Luke 4:21-30

*TSBFM�IBE�B�IJTUPSZ�PG�SFKFDUJOH�UIF�QSPQIFUT� 
Jesus included.

7UDQV¿JXUDWLRQ�6XQGD\
Feb. 7 “Who Needs a King?”  

Psalm 99
(PE�JT�LJOH�PG�BMM�BOE�UIBUŔT�B�HPPE�UIJOH�

Season of Lent 
(Feb. 10-March 26)

Feb. 14 “Who Needs a Rescuer?”  
Psalm 91

(PE�JT�B�EFMJWFSFS�BOE�UIBUŔT�HPPE�UPP�

Feb. 21 “Who Needs a Light?”  
Psalm 27

8JUI�(PE�BT�PVS�MJHIU�BOE�TBMWBUJPO� 
who could ask for more?

Feb. 28 “Who Needs God?”  
Psalm 63

(PEŔT�QSFTFOU�MPWF�JT�GPPE�GPS�UIF�TPVM�

March 6 “When Old Becomes New”  
2 Corinthians 5:16-21

0ME�MJWFT�DBO�CFDPNF�OFX�DSFBUJPOT�JO�$ISJTU�

March 13 “God’s New Thing”  
Isaiah 43:16-21

Isaiah looked at a troubled world and saw  
(PE�EPJOH�B�OFX�UIJOH�

March 20 “The Dark Night Before the Dawn” 
Luke 23:1-49

+FTVTŔ�DSVDJЄYJPO�JT�EJTUBTUFGVM�UP�DPOTJEFS� 
but essential nevertheless.

Season of Easter 
(March 27-May 8)

(DVWHU�6XQGD\
March 27 “Ladies First”  

Luke 24:1-12
8PNFO�XFSF�ЄSTU�JO�MPWF�BOE�GBJUIGVMOFTT 

first to witness Jesus’ resurrection.

THEME
#LOSEЉ%NCOUNTERSЉOFЉTHEЉ*ESUSЉ+IND�Љ

#ONVERSATIONSЉWITHЉ*ESUS
�!PRILЉ�-AYЉ�	

April 3 “A Disciple We Can Like” 
 John 20:19-31

Thomas was a disciple we can relate to.

April 10 “One Shepherd to Another”  
John 21:1-19

+FTVT�EJEOŔU�QBTT�UIF�UPSDI�CVU�IBOEFE 
on a shepherd’s crook.

April 17 “Ask the Sheep” 
John 10:22-30

8POEFSJOH�JG�+FTVT�XBT�UIF�.FTTJBI�Ŝ�"TL�IJT�TIFFQ�

April 24 “A Serious Summary” 
John 13:31-35

Here’s one commandment with many ramifications.

May 1 “At Home with God”  
John 14:23-29

-JTUFO�UP�B�EJЃFSFOU�UBLF�PO�UIF�ŖJEFBM�IPNF�ŗ

May 8 “Make Them One” 
John 17:20-26

)FBS�BOPUIFS�Ŗ-PSEŔT�QSBZFSŗ�XPSUI�SFQFBUJOH�

Season of Pentecost 
(May 15-Nov. 20)

3HQWHFRVW�6XQGD\
May 15 “Someone’s Coming” John 14:8-17

Jesus would never leave his followers alone:  
enter the Spirit.

Dig Deeper
What will your Bible study class learn this year?

4 he Nurturing Faith Bible Studies by Tony Cartledge respect the intelligence of those who explore biblical 
truth so faithfully — week after week and year after year. 

Insight and inspiration come from the weekly lessons inside this news journal as well as the abun-
EBOU�UFBDIJOH�SFTPVSDFT�Œ�WJEFP�PWFSWJFXT�DPNNFOUBSJFT�MFTTPO�QMBOT�BOE�NPSF�Œ�UIBU�BSF�POMJOF�GPS�GSFF�UP�
subscribers. 

� 8BOU�UP�MFBSO�NPSF�Œ�PS�USZ�UIF�MFTTPOT�GPS�B�NPOUI �&NBJM�JOGP!CBQUJTUTUPEBZ�PSH�PS�DBMM�	���
����������

4%843Љ!.$Љ4)4,%3Љ&/2Љ����
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7ULQLW\�6XQGD\
May 22 “Trinitarian Roots”  

John 16:12-15
(PE�UIF�4PO�UBMLT�BCPVU�(PE�UIF�'BUIFS� 

BOE�(PE�UIF�)PMZ�4QJSJU�

THEME
'ETTINGЉONЉINЉ'ALATIA�Љ 
0AULœSЉ!NGRIESTЉ,ETTER

�-AYЉ��*ULYЉ�	

May 29 “You Did What?”  
Galatians 1:1-12

1BVM�DBOŔU�CFMJFWF�UIF�(BMBUJBOT�IBWF�EFTFSUFE� 
grace for works.

June 5 “Training Camp”  
Galatians 1:11-24

1BVM�SFDPVOUT�IJT�MPOH�EBZT�PG�QSFQBSBUJPO�UP�QSFBDI�

June 12 “Do You Feel ‘Justified’?”  
Galatians 2:15-21

To be justified by faith is to be crucified with Christ.

June 19 “No More Lines – Really?” 
Galatians 3:23-29

%JWJEJOH�MJOFT�CFDPNF�NFBOJOHMFTT�JO�UIF� 
shadow of the cross.

June 26 “What Will Prevail?”  
Galatians 5:1, 13-25

We have human traits – and spiritual gifts.  
What do others see?

July 3 “Living Like You Mean It”  
Galatians 6:1-16

*G�XF�BSF�OFX�DSFBUJPOT�JO�$ISJTU� 
something should be di!erent.

THEME
.OTHINGЉŒ-INORœЉ!BOUTЉ4HESEЉ0ROPHETS

�*ULYЉ����	

July 10 “The Leaning Tower of Israel”  
Amos 7:7-17

"�WJTJPOBSZ�QMVNC�MJOF�SFWFBMT�B�DSPPLFE�QFPQMF�

July 17 “Full Pockets and Empty Hearts” 
Amos 8:1-12

There’s no good news for those who  
trample the poor.

July 24 “A Seriously Broken Home” 
Hosea 1:1-10

Hosea’s broken family spoke to a broken nation.

July 31 “A Love That Won’t Let Go”  
Hosea 11:1-11

(PEŔT�MPWF�JT�OPU�UIF�USBWFMJOH�LJOE�

THEME
&AITHЉ-ATTERS�Љ,ESSONSЉFROMЉ(EBREWS

�!UG�Љ���	

Aug. 7 “You’re Not the First”  
Hebrews 11:1-16

"�QBSBEF�PG�0ME�5FTUBNFOU�GBJUIGVMT�XJUOFTT� 
to the importance of faith.

Aug. 14 “You’re Not Alone”  
Hebrews 11:29-12:2

5IF�QBSBEF�DPOUJOVFT��B�ŖDMPVE�PG�XJUOFTTFTŗ� 
is cheering us on.

Aug. 21 “All Shook Up”  
Hebrews 12:14-29

8IFO�(PE�TIBLFT�VQ�UIF�XPSME� 
the faithful can remain unmoved.

Aug. 28 “Remember – and Do”  
Hebrews 13:1-16

"�DIBJO�PG�SFNJOEFST�DBMMT�GPS�GBJUIGVM�MJWJOH�

Sept. 4 “Getting Into Shape” 
Jeremiah 18:1-11

0VS�JEFBM�TIBQF�JT�JO�UIF�QPUUFSŔT�IBOET�Œ 
 if we don’t fight them.

THEME
!NЉ!POSTLEœSЉ!PPRENTICE� 

,ESSONSЉFROMЉ4IMOTHY
�3EPT�Љ��/CTЉ��	

Sept. 11 “Bad Starts Can Be Redeemed”  
1 Timothy 1:12-17

1BVM�XBT�ŖDIJFG�PG�TJOOFSTŗ�CVU�XJUI�(PEŔT�IFMQ�
turned it around.

Sept. 18 “It’s Not About You”  
1 Timothy 2:1-7

Faithful workers are concerned for others too.

Sept. 25 “Find Contentment Where You Are” 
1 Timothy 6:6-19

$BO�ŖXIFSF�ZPV�BSFŗ�CSJOH�QFBDF�XJUI�(PE 

Oct. 2 “Keep the Faith”  
2 Timothy 1:1-14

'BJUI�FUIJDT�MJLF�XPSL�FUIJDT�PGUFO�CFHJO�BU�IPNF�

Oct. 9 “Don’t Be Ashamed”  
2 Timothy 2:8-15

8IFO�XF�MJWF�BT�XF�PVHIU� 
there’s no cause for shame.

Oct. 16 “Read the Instructions”  
2 Timothy 3:14-4:5

*UŔT�BMXBZT�IFMQGVM�UP�TUBSU�CZ�SFBEJOH�UIF�JOTUSVDUJPOT�
including the scriptures.

Oct. 23 “Finish the Race”  
2 Timothy 4:6-18

Timothy was challenged to be faithful until the end.

Oct. 30 “Little Big Man”  
Luke 19:1-10

;BDDIBFVT�BOE�UIF�(SJODI�IBE�B�MPU�JO�DPNNPO�

THEME
!Љ4IMEЉFORЉ'RATITUDE� 

3ONGSЉOFЉ4HANKFULЉ0EOPLE
�.OV�Љ���	

Nov. 6 “Justice Always Counts”  
Psalm 145:1-5, 17-21

4JOH�B�QTBMN�PG�QSBJTF�UP�B�(PE�XIP�JT�KVTU�

Nov. 13 “A New Song for a Lasting Love” 
Psalm 98

We can’t say enough good things about  
(PEŔT�TUFBEGBTU�MPWF�BOE�NFSDZ�

Nov. 20 “When All Else Fails”  
Psalm 46

(PE�JT�PVS�SFGVHF�BOE�TUSFOHUI�ő� 
and not only in desperate times.

Season of Advent 
(Nov. 27-Dec. 18)

Nov. 27 “Pray for the Peace of Jerusalem” 
Psalm 122

The world’s most strategic real estate 
 still needs our prayers.

Dec. 4 “Starving for Hope”  
Matthew 3:1-12

1FPQMF�XFSF�GFFMJOH�EFTQFSBUF�� 
Why else listen to John’s fiery message?

Dec. 11 “The Real McCoy”  
Matthew 11:2-11

8BT�+FTVT�UIF�.FTTJBI � 
The proof was in the pudding.

Dec. 18 “The Invisible Man”  
Matthew 1:18-25

+PTFQI�JT�UIF�GPSHPUUFO�NBO�BU�$ISJTUNBT� 
but he had a story too.

Season of Christmas

Dec. 25 “Why Christmas Matters”  
Titus 3:4-7

Witness a short synopsis of Jesus’ mission on earth.
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!BINGDONЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ!BINGDON�Љ6A�
!RDMOREЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ7INSTON3ALEM�Љ.�#�
"ALLЉ#AMPЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ+NOXVILLE�Љ4ENN�
"AYSHOREЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ4AMPA�Љ&LA�
"ENSONЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ"ENSON�Љ.�#�
"OULEVARDЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ!NDERSON�Љ3�#�
"ROADUSЉ-EMORIALЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ#HARLOTTESVILLE�Љ6A�
"YBEESЉ2OADЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ4ROY�Љ6A�
#ALVARYЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ-T�Љ!IRY�Љ.�#�
#ALVARYЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ,EXINGTON�Љ+Y�
#ENTRALЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ$AYTONAЉ"EACH�Љ&LA�
#ENTRALЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ2ICHMOND�Љ6A�
#HRISTЉ#HURCH�Љ#AIRO�Љ'A�
#HURCHЉFORЉTHEЉ(IGHLANDS�Љ3HREVEPORT�Љ,A�
#HURCHЉINЉTHEЉ-EADOWS�Љ,AKELAND�Љ&LA�
#OVENANTЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ'ASTONIA�Љ.�#�
#RESCENTЉ(ILLЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ,OUISVILLE�Љ+Y�
$EERЉ0ARKЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ,OUISVILLE�Љ+Y�
%DENTONЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ%DENTON�Љ.�#�
%MERYWOODЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ(IGHЉ0OINT�Љ.�#�
&ELLOWSHIPЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ&ITZGERALD�Љ'A�
&IRSTЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ!HOSKIE�Љ.�#�
&IRSTЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ!IKEN�Љ3�#�
&IRSTЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ!NDERSON�Љ3�#�
&IRSTЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ!SHEVILLE�Љ.�#�
&IRSTЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ!THENS�Љ'A�
&IRSTЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ!UGUSTA�Љ'A�
&IRSTЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ!USTIN�Љ4EXAS
&IRSTЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ"LACKЉ-OUNTAIN�Љ.�#�
&IRSTЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ"LADENBORO�Љ.�#�
&IRSTЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ"RISTOL�Љ6A�
&IRSTЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ#APEЉ'IRARDEAU�Љ-O�
&IRSTЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ#HATTANOOGA�Љ4ENN�
&IRSTЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ#LEMSON�Љ3�#�
&IRSTЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ#OLUMBUS�Љ'A�
&IRSTЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ#OMMERCE�Љ'A�
&IRSTЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ#ORNELIA�Љ'A�
&IRSTЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ$ALTON�Љ'A�
&IRSTЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ$ECATUR�Љ'A�
&IRSTЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ%LKIN�Љ.�#�
&IRSTЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ%LON�Љ.�#�
&IRSTЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ&ORESTЉ#ITY�Љ.�#�

&IRSTЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ'AINESVILLE�Љ'A�
&IRSTЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ'AITHERSBURG�Љ-D�
&IRSTЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ'OLDSBORO�Љ.�#�
&IRSTЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ'REENSBORO�Љ.�#�
&IRSTЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ'REENVILLE�Љ3�#�
&IRSTЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ'REENWOOD�Љ3�#�
&IRSTЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ(ENDERSON�Љ.�#�
&IRSTЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ(UNTSVILLE�Љ!LA�
&IRSTЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ+NOXVILLE�Љ4ENN�
&IRSTЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ,ONDON�Љ+Y�
&IRSTЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ,UMBERTON�Љ.�#�
&IRSTЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCHЉOFЉ#HRIST�Љ-ACON�Љ'A�
&IRSTЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ-ARION�Љ.�#�
&IRSTЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ-IDDLESBORO�Љ+Y�
&IRSTЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ-OBILE�Љ!LA�
&IRSTЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ-ONROE�Љ.�#�
&IRSTЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ-ORGANTON�Љ.�#�
&IRSTЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ-ORROW�Љ'A�
&IRSTЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ-T�Љ/LIVE�Љ.�#�
&IRSTЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ-URFREESBORO�Љ4ENN�
&IRSTЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ.ORTHЉ0LATTE�Љ.EB�
&IRSTЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ/KLAHOMAЉ#ITY�Љ/KLA�
&IRSTЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ/RANGEBURG�Љ3�#�
&IRSTЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ0ENDLETON�Љ3�#�
&IRSTЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ0ENSACOLA�Љ&LA�
&IRSTЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ0HENIXЉ#ITY�Љ!LA�
&IRSTЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ2ADFORD�Љ6A�
&IRSTЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ2ALEIGH�Љ.�#�
&IRSTЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ2ICHMOND�Љ6A�
&IRSTЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ2OCKINGHAM�Љ.�#�
&IRSTЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ2OME�Љ'A�
&IRSTЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ3AVANNAH�Љ'A�
&IRSTЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ4IFTON�Љ'A�
&IRSTЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ4RYON�Љ.�#�
&IRSTЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ7AYNESVILLE�Љ.�#�
&IRSTЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ7EAVERVILLE�Љ.�#�
&IRSTЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ7ILMINGTON�Љ.�#�
&IRSTЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ7INSTON3ALEM�Љ.�#�
&ORESTЉ(ILLSЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ2ALEIGH�Љ.�#�
'LENDALEЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ.ASHVILLE�Љ4ENN�
'RACEЉ#ROSSING�Љ#HARLOTTE�Љ.�#�
'RACEЉ&ELLOWSHIPЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ-ERIDIAN�Љ-ISS�
'REENWOODЉ&ORESTЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ#ARY�Љ.�#�
(ADDOCKЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ(ADDOCK�Љ'A�
(AMPTONЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ(AMPTON�Љ6A�
(AYESЉ"ARTONЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ2ALEIGH�Љ.�#�
(ENDRICKSЉ!VENUEЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ*ACKSONVILLE�Љ&LA�
(IGHLANDЉ(ILLSЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ-ACON�Љ'A�
(ILL3ONGЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ#HAPELЉ(ILL�Љ.�#�
(UGUENOTЉ2OADЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ2ICHMOND�Љ6A�
*ERSEYЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ,INWOOD�Љ.�#�
*OHNSЉ#REEKЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ!LPHARETTA�Љ'A�

,AKESIDEЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ2OCKYЉ-OUNT�Љ.�#�
,IVINGЉ&AITHЉ"APTISTЉ&ELLOWSHIP�Љ%LIZABETHTOWN�Љ+Y�
,YSTRAЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ#HAPELЉ(ILL�Љ.�#�
-C'ILLЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ#ONCORD�Љ.�#�
-ILLBROOKЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ2ALEIGH�Љ.�#�
-ISSIONЉ'LENЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ2OSSVILLE�Љ'A�
-T�Љ#ARMELЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ#HAPELЉ(ILL�Љ.�#�
.ORTHMINSTERЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ*ACKSON�Љ-ISS�
.ORTHMINSTERЉ#HURCH�Љ-ONROE�Љ,A�
.ORTHWESTЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ7INSTON3ALEM�Љ.�#�
/AKMONTЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ'REENVILLE�Љ.�#�
0EACEЉ(AVENЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ7INSTON3ALEM�Љ.�#�
0INEYЉ'ROVEЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ-T�Љ!IRY�Љ.�#�
0ROVIDENCEЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ#HARLESTON�Љ3�#�
0ROVIDENCEЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ#HARLOTTE�Љ.�#�
2IVERЉ2OADЉ#HURCH�Љ"APTIST�Љ2ICHMOND�Љ6A�
2OCKЉ&ALLSЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ%XCELSIORЉ3PRINGS�Љ-O�
3ECONDЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ,IBERTY�Љ-O�
3ECONDЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ,ITTLEЉ2OCK�Љ!RK�
3ECONDЉ"APTISTЉ#HURCH�Љ-EMPHIS�Љ4ENN�
3ECOND0ONCEЉDEЉ,EONЉ"APTIST�Љ!TLANTA�Љ'A�
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